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Off To Carolina-No News
From There
THE INCENTIVE
"In January 1743 the whole family emigrated to Carolina.
Thereafter no more news came to Dorlikon." With this footnote the
entries to Rudolf Eprecht's line in the Epprecht family chronicle
end. 1 It touched me when, three decades ago, I received Reverend
Robert Epprecht's research work on the Epprecht family as a gift.
According to Reverend Epprecht's findings, other villagers from
Dorlikon had also left for Carolina, among whom a certain Conrad
Basler with his family. Did they ever reach the other side of the
Ocean? If so, where did they settle? And do these families still exist
today?

DORLIKON-LOST IN OUR PAST
The Dorlikon emigrants have always interested me, for after all,
Dorlikon-designated as Thalheim today-is my native village (see
fig. 1).2 Teased and derided as fools-the name Dorlikon is soundwise
close to the German word 'Tor', fool - the people from Dorlikon
changed the name of their village in 1878 to Thalheim an der Thur. It
is a village representative of Zurich's agricultural environs. Always a
small and clearly defined community, its cultural history can be traced
back to the Middle Ages. The lives of those Dorlikon emigrants I
investigated point back to many a great-grandparent-people, that is,
who left their imprints on us but with whom we are unfamiliar, unless one
traces them, too.
1

Robert Epprecht , Die Familie Epprecht 1360-1960. Zurich 1961.This is a comprehensive documentation including all the Epprechts from their origins in Wadenswil
(Zurich) up to 1960.
2
For more details on the alteration of Dorlikon's name see Konrad Basler and
1einhard Nageli , Thalheim an der Thur. Aus der Geschichte einer Gemeinde im Zurchr Weinland. Herausgegeben van der Gemeinde Thalheim an der Thur zur Erinnerung
n die Namensiinderung var hundert Jahren. Andelfingen 1978.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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Figure 1: A section from the 'Dufour map ' , ( 1850 edition; reproduced June 9, 1989, with the permission of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography). In the middle of the picture one
recognizes Dorlikon (today Thalheim on the Thur); west of
it Giitikhausen (which belongs to the district of Thalheim);
and east of it Altikon.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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Why did some of these farmers, known for their sedentary ways of
life, leave their homelands? And was their bold venture successful? Like
so many other communities in Europe at that time, these people must have
experienced the limits of their world. There were no more woods for them
to clear, no marshes to drain and for many, inheritance decided over life
and death, while marriage was a matter of permissions or prohibitions.
Under such circumstances one wonders why it was only some families
who risked emigrating, while others preferred to stay home. This question
shall later be addressed in more detail.

PREPARATIONS
In the fall of 1992 my wife and I traveled to New York, in order to visit
our granddaughters. Our stay there enabled me to continue my research on
the Dorlikon emigrants. I knew, however, that finding out more about them
was as unlikely as finding a pin in a haystack, for these people had departed
even before the emergence of the United States, when the East Coast was
still under British rule. To find out more before our visit, I turned to Dr.
Otto Sigg, head of Zurich's State Archive. Dr. Sigg himself a native of
Ossingen (a neighboring village of Dorlikon) in tum consulted his assistant
Dr. Hans Ulrich Pfister (native of Andelfingen), who then informed me he
had evidence that my ancestor Conrad Basler had arrived in Philadelphia,
together with Hans Nilssli and Christoph Weidmann from Dorlikon.
Moreover, according to Dr. Pfister, five years later Rudolph Epprecht and
Hans Ulrich Muller also departed from their Swiss homelands, leaving,
however, no signs of whether or where they landed. (Apart from providing
me with these two crucial hints, Dr. Pfister, in his doctoral thesis 3 , also drew
my attention to the works of Dr. Andreas Blocher4 and Dr. Leo Schelbert5
on Swiss emigrants.) Any researcher trying for years to get hold of some
important piece of information knows what this news meant to me ....
3
Hans Ulrich Pfister, "Die Auswanderung aus dem Knonauer Amt 16481750. Ihr Ausmass , ihre Struktur und ihre Bedingungen" (Diss. phi! I, Zilrich 1987).
4
Andreas Blocher, Die Eigenart der Zurcher Auswanderer nach Amerika
1734-1744. Zilrich: Atlantis Verlag, 1976.
5
For an amateur like me, in particular Leo Schelbert, Einfuhrung in die
schweizerische Auswanderungsgeschichte der Neu zeit, Beiheft 16 der Schweizerischen Zeitschrift fur Geschichte. Zilrich 1976, and Leo Schelbert and Hewig Rappolt, Alles ist ga nz anders hier. Auswandererschicksale in Briefen aus zwei Jahrhunderten. Olten: Walter Verlag, 1977, proved as encompassing as compelling .
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REVEREND ULRICH'S NOTE
Thus inspired, I began to decipher old parish records at Zurich's
State Archive-an undertaking showing me that, between 1734 and
1743, Zurich experienced a veritable exodus. As a result, in spring 1744
Zurich's concerned authorities asked its parishes to report to them those
citizens who had departed in the past decade. Reverend Caspar Ulrich
from Altikon -whose parish extended to Dorlikon - followed suit on
April 15, 1744.6 (The entries concerning the above-mentioned Dorliker
emigrants are displayed in figure 2.)
AN EXPERT IN CHICAGO
As a further preparatory step I turned to Professor Leo Schelbert,
who currently teaches at the University of Illinois in Chicago, asking him
if he would be willing to meet me during our stay on the East Coast.
Fortunately, Prof. Schelbert, a specialist in migration history, has always
retained a lively interest in his old home country. During Switzerland's
700th anniversary in 1991, for example, he figured as the guest speaker
at the congress for expatriate Swiss in Lucerne. To my surprise, his reply
to my letter was spontaneous and cordial-indeed typically American. In
simple words, he invited us to his home in Evanston, an offer my wife and
I gladly accepted.
Figure 2: Between 1734 and 1743 the following people departed from
the parish of Altikon:
Von Dorliken
A[nn]o 1738
1. Hans Niissli, Oeler
u[nd]

aet[ atis]: 42 Jahr
37 Jahr [Eheleute]

[From Dorlikon]
[In the year] of
1738
[age: 42 years]
[37 years]

6
These records are held at the Zurich State Archive. The lists are published
in Albert B. Faust and Gaius M. Brumbaugh, eds. Lists of Swiss Emigrants in the
Eighteenth Century to the American Colonies . Vol. 1: Zurich 1734-1744. Washington,
D.C.: The National Genealogical Society, 1920. For some 90 corrections based on the
originals see Leo Schelbert, "Notes on 'Lists of Swiss Emigrants'," National Genealogical Society Quarterly 50 (1972): 34-46. The article is included in the 1976 reprint
of the Faust-Brumbaugh work.
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Angelica Meyer
Kinder:
Elisabeth,
Barbara,
Angelica,
Verena,
Anna,
Heinrich,
2. Conrad Basler,
u[nd]
Anna Baumer,
Kind:
Conrad,
3. Christoph Weidmann, u[nd]
Elsbeth Schmid,
Kinder:
Heinrich,
Ulrich,
Hans Caspar,

aet[atis]: 14 Jahr
12 Jahr
10 Jahr
7 Jahr
5 Jahr
3 Jahr
aet[ atis]: 33 Jahr,
35 Jahr [Eheleute]

aet[ atis]: 7 Jahr
aet[ atis]: 3 7 Jahr,
34 Jahr [Eheleute]

aet[ atis]: 11 Jahr
6 Jahr
1/2 Jahr

A[nn]o 1743
4. Hans Ulrich Muller,
u[nd]
Verena Bolsterli,
Kinder:

aet[atis]: 41 Jahr
42 Jahr [Eheleute]

Dorothea,
Anna,
Hans Ulrich,

aet[ atis]: 11 Jahr
4 Jahr
1 Jahr

5. Rudolph Epprecht,
u[nd]
Anna Geiigis,

aet[ atis]: 44 Jahr
46 Jahr [Eheleute]

Kinder:
Jacob,
Rudolph.
Anna,
Marreth,
Elisa eth,
Verena.

aet[atis]: 21 Jahr
18 Jahr
14 Jahr
12 Jahr
8 Jahr
5 Jahr

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14

[married couple]
[children:]
[age: 14 years)]
[12 years]
[10 years]
[7 years]
[5 years]
[3 years]
[age: 33 years]
[35 years;
married couple]
[child:]
[age: 7 years]
[age: 37 years]
[34 years;
[married couple]
[children]
[age: 11 years]
[6 years]
[½ year]
[In the year of
1743]
[age: 41 years]
[42 years;
married couple]
fchildren:]
age:]
f411years]
years]
[ 1 year]
[age]:
44lears]
[4 years;
married couple]
[children:]
[age:]
f21 years~
18 years
[14 years]
[12 years]
[8 years]
[5 years]
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Figure 3: This heraldic church window from Thalheim displays the coats
of arms of all the local council members of 1685. Among the families
represented are four whose descendants later emigrated: 'Hans Basler,
mason,juror' (left, second bottom row); 'Jacob Eppriicht, member of the
church council' (right , third bottom row); 'Josias Weidmann ,juror '(right,
second bottom row); and the two prefects ofDorlikon and 'Guetig khusen ' 'Klyhans Muller' and 'Felix Muller' (right,first bottom row). Gutikhausen
- today forming part of the Thalheim community - was then also included
in the parish of Dorlikon. (photograph: A. Waldis, Seuzach)
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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JULIA HUBER

Extending our trip to the Midwest, my wife and I felt we should
also look for traces of Julia Huber, another Dorlikon ancestor. Since
such traces were most likely to be found Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
we decided to contact one of Julia's granddaughters, who still lives
there. The Hubers had once been an influential and respected family,
and their descendants sponsored many a young person in Thalheim,
among whom my mother. 7 Julia's father, an esteemed civil servant,
stood out particularly through his wise guidance of Dorlikon and its
surrounding district. It was due to his influence, for example, that
Dorlikon's derided name was altered to Thalheim.
Julia, born 1857, was the eldest child in a family of fourteen.
When her mother died after her sixth child, the gifted Julia helped out
in her stepmother's household. At seventeen, however, she was sent
to French Switzerland to learn French; and at eighteen she had to take
care of her own life- and that of her baby. I had come to know and
sympathize with Julia's fate when I was a youngster, for then, people
would still-though cautiously-talk about her, her illegitimate
child, and his father, said to have disappeared. In Spurensicherungen,
contrasting today's civil law and social security regulations with the
conditions in Dorlikon at that time, I realized how pitiable a woman's
lot must have been. Moreover, I recognized why Julia's father,
concerned about a fresh beginning for his eighteen-year old, sent her
across the ocean, while taking care of her little Julius. Poor Julia,
what happened to you there?

7
In Spurensicherung in der Zurcher Weinlandgemeinde Thalheim. Ein
personlich gefarbter Bericht. Stafa 1991. I have dedicated a separate chapter to the
Hubers.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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Trans-Atlantic CrossingsPast and Present
EMOTIONS BEFORE TAKE-OFF
On September 24, 1992, my wife and I were waiting at one of the
finger docks at Zurich airport. As the president of the airport's former
building commission , I had come to know its plans intimately. But now I
was more interested in the feelings of those waiting for the transatlantic
flight. Or might 'feelings' be too strong a word for passengers leisurely
sprawling in their seats , reading or dozing as if they were riding to work
on one of Zurich's commuter trains?
An Adventurous Undertaking
For the Dorlikon emigrants leaving must have been an exciting affair.
Even a generation ago this was still very much the case. When, in 1957, I,
my wife Ursel, and our one-year old daughter Kathy took the same trip, I
described my impressions (in a letter dating April 9) as follows:
Dear [ ... ],
After getting on the DC 68 at Zurich airport, things rushed
along. With the engines brought to full speed, I had barely time
to fasten Kathy's cot and Ursel's seat belt. Then we jolted and
bumped along. How was I to act? Should I wave good-bye? or
comfort Ursel? or stare at the flames shooting out of the afterburner right next to me? Should I estimate our height above
ground? or had I better close the air-jets blowing cold air at us
and little Kathy? Should I finally fasten my own seat belt? or
must I explain to Ursel that now we could no longer get off the
plane? Well, with the engines slowing down a little, Ursel calmed,
too, and laughingly declared: 'Totally different from what I had
expected!' -while I countered: 'Exactly how I had imagined it!'
-To be just, it must be added, however, that during the first two
days in the Promised Land, I was forced to admit time and again
how different everything was here and then it was Ursel who found
everything just as beautiful as she had hoped ...
9

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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Parting Is Painful
The Dorlikon emigrants 250 years ago plunged deeper into the
unknown than we on our first stay overseas. In contrast to them, we had
been sufficiently familiarized with the New World-both through school
and films. For the people from Dorlikon, seeing the coast disappear in
the ocean meant saying a final good-bye to their homelands. Although
traveling in whole families, they left their relatives and friends behind,
knowing they would never see them again. All of them must have been
seasick before the actual voyage-on their way to London, and, after
weeks of waiting for their embarkation, when crossing to the Isle of
Wight. From there, after forming a convoy at Cowes port, several ships
were to put to sea.
Under the given circumstances the ties among those leaving must
have grown closer. Personally, I can picture the emigrants' situation only
too well, for on both my father's and mother's side I derive from old
Dorlikon families, the Baslers and the Epprechts, and having grown up
among them, I know now how they felt and lived-a people easily excited
and fascinated.

THE SEA VOYAGE
The Sailing Ship
Throughout the centuries sailing ships designed for the high seas
varied little in structure. Apart from the vessel's hull there were the upper
and lower decks- 'lower deck' also applying to the dark space between
the two decks. Through a hatch in the two decks the sailors would lower
water barrels to the vessel's bilge. In this lowest room-the 'lowstow' they also stored ballast, baggage, and provisions. Passengers were to
sleep on the lower deck - the single men in the cabin aft, next came the
women and finally the families with children. The wedge-shaped space
at the fore was reserved for the crew. There were three strong masts for
the sails, made perhaps from the huge Emmental pines that used to be
shipped as far as Rotterdam. Room on the upper deck was scarce.
Its fore part was occupied by the anchor, next followed two open
cooking places, one for the passengers and one for the crew; further
back there were stables with pigs and hens (later also cows). There
was good reason for this order: an anchored ship must point its bow
against the wind, which is only possible if the anchor pull is at the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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front. Moreover, since in those day it was but cross and tail winds that
pushed a ship, the fireplaces also had to be located in the front part
of the deck- that way there was no danger of sparks getting caught
in the sails. Aft, the deck was reserved for derrick, water pump, and
tool chest, as well as the covered hatches to the lower deck. Further
back still stood the captain's cabin; he had to be able to oversee
deck, sails, and ship course at all times. Outermost aft, finally, there
were two privies.

Seasick
The Dorlikon travelers might soon have lost interest in exploring
their ship -they got seasick. The floor under their feet or their bedsteads,
rose and sank with every wave. Their small wood vessel was a hundred
times lighter than the Maasdam, on which in 1960 I, my wife, and our
five- and two-year old daughters Kathy and Susan returned from New
York. At that time I used to think that seasickness was a product of the
mind, and that those unaware of it would rest unafflicted. Some of my
notes in little Susan's album clearly illustrate this:
The second day-I think it was a Friday morning-mum got
terribly seasick. I wanted to take you up on deck so you wouldn't
take her as a model and let your food pass through your head
twice. I put Kathy into a deck chair; while you, Susan, I could
barely wrap into blanket before ... wow! what a mess! I took you
and the soiled blanket below deck once more, handing you over
to your mother- and the rest to a sailor. Then I rushed back on
deck to Kathy. But-for Heaven's sake! The deck chair! It wasn't
even ours. And the one next to it soiled, too.

Wretched
For seven or eight weeks the Dorlikon party saw no land. A smooth
crossing of that length was more than unlikely. Their vessel must have
tossed up and down as if it were a nutshell. With spray dashing over the
ship and water dripping through deck and hatchways, the travelers, soaked
md soiled, must have clung to their bedsteads, screaming and praying for
1elp. It was not until the sea had calmed that they could climb upon deck
md prepare meals. Not infrequently they would then discover that their
convoy had dissolved, which meant they were at the mercy of pirates.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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Equally threatening were cracked masts-an accident about as grave as
the failure of a modem aircraft's jet engines. But even mishaps of a lesser
scale such as swept-off fireplaces or cooking pots, were detrimental,
for without them, neither flour nor meat could be used. Unfortunately I
searched in vain for plans of such ships-figure 4, though, gives a rough
idea thereof.
Not all of the passengers survived the long journey. With all
kinds of people, animals, and belongings tightly packed together,
everybody was exposed to the diseases brought aboard. Infants, of
course, suffered most under these conditions; but also the elderly
often succumbed to prolonged exertions. Looking back from today, it
is difficult to determine exactly who of those arriving in Philadelphia
recovered and managed to build a new life. Most valuable, however,
are the passenger lists which were employed to register the oaths of
loyalty that males over sixteen were to deliver to the British Crown
and the laws of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia. Today they bear clear
proof of an emigrant's arrival.

A TIME-LAPSE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
Only Renewable Energy
Since the Dorlikon emigrants traveled before James Watt invented
the steam engine, they had but renewable energy at their disposal, more
precisely wind power. Travel under such conditions is hard to envisage,
less difficult the rapid technological progress in transatlantic crossings
since then. Today, the frightening speed at which, in terms of technology,
we race into the future can only be surmised by the acceleration we have
experienced so far. It is clear, however, that we cannot continue unhindered
in that way. With resources constantly dwindling and pollution increasing,
the effects of our decline might be disastrous, and at some point we will be
forced to adjust to a lower, linear rate of development. This will correspond
to nature's "fluid equilibrium," which ever since has put limits to life,
and which, one day, will regulate human life again. In Dorlikon, Rudolph
Epprecht and his six children's departure from their old homelands must
have been a desperate attempt to break free from these limits.
The Dorlikon emigrants undertook their journeys in 1738 and
1743-midway between Christopher Columbus's daring voyage out into
the open sea and today. Compared to Columbus's ships theirs might have
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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been somewhat more sophisticated, but they were just as dependent on
wind and weather.

With Energy From Natural Resources
Halfway between the Dorlikon emigrants and today, sailing ships
yielded their place to steam ships. Henceforth, ships were driven by energy
'. Xtracted from natural resources-first coal, then oil. Unfortunately, as is
,ell known by now, these resources are finite and, when used for energy,
;reate pollution. The Fall of Humankind, one could thus put it, began
here. On the other hand, it was due to such innovations that the ship on
vhich Julia Huber traveled in 1875 followed a fixed schedule rather than
he weather.
Halfway between Julia's passage and today, Charles Lindbergh, in
.927, entered history. In his one-engine plane Spirit of St. Louis he flew
the 4000 miles alone across the ocean. Dividing the remaining time span
between Lindbergh and today once more, one gets close to 1957, the time
when my family and I ventured on our 21-hour flight, with stopovers at
Shannon, Ireland, and Gander, Newfoundland; a time, that is, when ocean
liners began to be replaced by piston-engine planes.
Occupied by such reflections on our trip in autumn 1992, we were
10 longer sitting in a narrow fuselage in which stewardesses would barely
nanage to walk upright. This time we were aboard a Boeing 747, a twoloored aircraft, driven by jet engines and flying close to the sound barrier.
.twas taking us to America's East Coast in the same amount of hours as
2onrad Basler or Rudolph Epprecht had required in weeks.
IMPRESSIONS ON ARRIVAL
~lien and Helpless
Today, with comfort, security, and knowledge of distant countries as
matters-of-course, one rarely gets excited when traveling. To me, emotions
in the old days seem therefore richer and profounder than nowadays. In
mme of the letters I sent home thirty-five years ago , however, one still
'lears echoes of what our ancestors might have experienced: At 'ldlewild',
c-o r example, as JFK airport was then called, a black giant heaved our
aggage on a cart, taking it the sixty yards to the terminal entrance. Paying
ma dollar for his service and being promptly granted a broad smile, I
1lized I had worked a full week for this amount! Such unsettling first
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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mishaps, on being confronted with both a foreign language and currency,
were soon followed by others: a little later, we were standing at my
brother's front door; but neither he nor his wife seemed to be at home .
Where and how, then, was I to find a place for my wife to change the
baby's diapers, without having to leave our luggage unattended? How
could I make myself understood? The desperate phone calls to my future
workplace were of no avail, since on a Saturday no one was there. As we
later learnt, my brother and sister-in-law had not expected us that early.
Such incidents leave one to wonder what, 250 years ago, the people
from Dorlikon may have experienced in Philadelphia or elsewhere. In

Figure 4: 'Amish-Boat ': Reconstruction of one of the ocean-going
sailing ships around the mid-eighteenth century. (from: John A.
Hostettler, Amish Society, Baltimore and London, 1980)
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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contrast to us, for example, they saw both African and Native Americans
for the first time. Moreover, even if relatives had arrived before them, no
one would have been there to meet them, since news about their departure
could not have traveled faster than their own ship.

Ellis Island-an Example
To get a better idea of our emigrants' emotions, and to re-experience
some of their first impressions, my wife and I visited Ellis Island-the
island in New York's Upper Bay notorious for its immigration offices,
through which, a century ago, all European immigrants were to pass.
At the time of our visit we did not know yet whether the Epprechts or
Mtillers had landed in Carolina, or elsewhere. Had they sailed into New
York through the straits, they would have caught sight of a small, idyllic
island, Oyster Island, an elevation in the Hudson's mouth used first by
Indians and later by Dutchmen as a base for oyster fishing. Having been
enlarged and covered with administration buildings, Ellis Island today
resembles an abandoned fort off the shores of New York.
The Immigration Examination
To enter the United States thirty-five years ago, all we had to do
was receive a medical clearance, besides passing an examination at the
American Consulate in Zurich. When Julia Huber traveled, on the other
hand, those arriving from Europe had to get past Ellis·Island before they
knew whether or not they were allowed into the Promised Land. The
mmigration examinations at America's gateway were thus greatly feared.
\fter a hurried procedure, applicants requiring closer inspection were held
iack. Nine out of a hundred had to pass a mental ability test by comparing
1r copying different figures and shapes, a procedure designed by officials
vho were unable to communicate with people coming from such diverse
~ountries. The sick and the physically or mentally handicapped had to
be transported back to their countries by the shipping companies at their
own cost. 'How inhuman, how cruel!' I heard someone exclaim in my
own mother tongue as, in fall 1992, we were strolling through the halls
and examination offices. Who judges like this cannot project him- or
herself into the atmosphere of that time. For those intending to enter the
wide and open country had to be fit to take care of themselves to earn a
living. Councilor Huber must have been aware of this when relieving his
daughter of her burden, her illegitimate child. Unlike the young United
1
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States, Europe had developed a whole security network over the centuries .
In Switzerland, for example, everybody had a claim on civil rights. Given
such conditions, many a community would have preferred to export its
social problems, leaving them to Europe's neighbor to solve. So, unless
the American people-yet bare of any social institutions-had inserted a
filter, many newcomers would have perished, or caused some other kind
of social ills.

Freedom-But Not for Everybody
Despite its severity, the politically persecuted underwent the initial
examination willingly. In the long run, however, the enormous stream
of migrants - the largest ever in human history- could not continue
unhindered. At Ellis Island it reached a peak of ten thousand immigrants
per day- a number equaling the population of a middle-sized town. Even
the apparatus at Ellis Island could no longer cope with such numbers;
nor could the country absorb them. Thus, in 1924, immigration laws
restricted applicants per day to the number of passengers aboard a liner.
This accounts for the limit of 350,000 people per yea~
ALL BEGINNINGS ARE HARD
So far, I have been trying to grasp and recapture the first
impressions and emotions of the immigrants of those past centuries.
For my wife and me on our trip to New York, emotions were of a
different nature- we were going to see our youngest grandchild for
the first time!

Help Through Data Processing?
The Dorlikon emigrants, however, surprised us as well.
Fortunately, we were assisted in our search for them by a database
listing of people with similar surnames, including their birth and
death dates, as well as their places of residence. The index 'Baslers
since the Civil War' listed over 800 names. Moreover, from other
databases, mainly phone directories, we extracted the addresses of a
similar number of Baslers still alive. The Baslers, we thus realized,
still exist in the United States. Might some of them even lead us to the
pin in the haystack? To find out more, I wrote to those Baslers living
in Pennsylvania:
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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Konrad Basler sen.
c/o Konrad Basler jun.
410 Riverside Drive #53
New York, NY 10025
(212) - 662 7491
Sept 25, 1992
To all the Baslers in Pennsylvania
I am Swiss, staying for the next three weeks with my son's
family-see the address above-and trying to find out if there
are descendants of
Conrad Basler
who journeyed to the British Colonies 1738, together with his
wife Anna Baumer and his son Conrad, aged 7.
We do know that he arrived in January 1739 in the port of
Philadelphia, together with 3 other families (Nilssli, Weidmann
and Miiller). A Pennsylvania German Church Record lists in
Lancaster, PA: "1744. A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann
Maria, bap. Dec. 23". Do you know of family roots that go far
back?
I was born and raised in the same little community, named
Dorlikon until 1878 and Thalheim thereafter. Baslers have lived
there for 600 years.
I got your address through the organization Familv News
Network,
6900 E. Belleview# 203, Grnwd Vil CO 80111
(303)-771-6818.
Looking forward to hearing from you
yours truly

Konrad Basler

A Search Fraught With Obstacles
To have access to the sources of American history I decided to use
New York's famous Public Library. 'Walk along Broadway to somewhere
between 62nd and 60th Street. You can't miss the new buildings there',
I was told. Upon getting there, however, I looked in vain for an open
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entrance. 'Not until 12 a.m.', a guard told me. What confused me still
more, however, were the huge letters: 'Public Library-for Performing
Arts'. Finally I found someone, a stack of books under his arm , spectacles
on his nose. 'Oh, there are many branches of this library-in some forty
different locations: I caught a cab. 'To the Public Library, genealogical
section.' 'To what?' the baffled driver asked back. Repeating my request,
I was told the only such place he knew of was on 5th Avenue, 42nd Street.
Luckily, I recognized the world famous building upon getting therebuilt from white Vermont marble monumental and magnificent. ' Closed
Monday', it said at the gate. So I decided to walk down 5th Avenue
to the World Trade Center, a walk of almost two hours. Whenever red
lights stopped me, I tried to reconstruct some of the respective streets'
architectural history. Thus guided by architecture, I walked down to the
old town center and, with it, back into the nineteenth century. Later, from
the top of the World Trade Center, I overlooked the metropolis, unique
with its islands, bays, bridges, and runways; still later, while waiting for
the elevator, I noticed a number of dose-ups showing Wall Street arounr
the 18708. This was the Manhattan Julia must have encountered on hr
way to Milwaukee.
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Julia Beringer Huber
OFF TO THE WEST!
At the time of the Dorlikon pioneers only Indian paths led west,
and yet, the traffic connections to the Midwest hold a core position in
the history of North America. My wife and I went to one of the most
important centers in this context, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, coming
from Newark, New Jersey. As a member of a delegation of experts
I had been to Newark twenty years before, when, for the first time
worldwide , a novel way of building runways was being tested there.
On our visit in 1992, on the other hand, I was more interested in the
airport's three large hangars, for engineers of our firm were drawing
the plans for a monorail designed to link the various parts of the
whole complex. The monorail itself was also to be delivered by a
Swiss manufacturer.
World-Famous Roads
These are novel transportation projects that clearly point to the future,
and yet, when taking off from Newark airport, the best-known road among
engineers-America's first highway-continues to fascinate. At the eve
of World War II this super-highway brought innovations in technology,
financing, and politics-innovations that were to assume model functions
worldwide. In particular the problem of financing an undertaking of this
scale was settled in exemplary fashion here by introducing tolls for its
users. Politically, too, this approach offered a welcome model for jobcreation programs during the Great Depression.
Now, on our way to Milwaukee, the roads along the lakes of
New Jersey and the Hackensack River lay all below us. I recognized
an endless viaduct with enormous arches-Pulasky Skyway. This
bridge I came to respect thirty-five years before when once during the
morning rush hour, squeezed into one of the four lanes and blinded by
the morning sun, I desperately tried to get to Lincoln Tunnel. Unlike
us now, the Dorlikon families upon reaching this region found but
impenetrable marshes.

19
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The Appalachians-Obstacle to Early Settlement
Within only one generation, air traffic, just like road construction,
has made enormous technological progress . From the propeller-driven
planes thirty years ago, for example, one could still make out people on
the ground. This time is clearly past. But today, under favorable weather
conditions, such as we had on our flight to Milwaukee, one even recognizes
the topography of the country below-in our case the Appalachians.
Their extended ridges reminded me of the Swiss Jura, but being more
numerous than the Jura ranges, they are harder to cross. This accounts for
the fact that settlers' migration to regions beyond them was stalled for two
centuries. To trace settlers in colonial Pennsylvania one therefore has to
look at the stretch of land southeast of the 'Blue Mountains', as the first
ridges are called there.
Far north of our route to Milwaukee I managed to make out the area
of the Erie Canal, the daring undertaking that conquered the Appalachians ,
thus opening the way to the Midwest (see fig. 5). Like the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, this is a project that in terms of size, innovativeness, and financial
boldness, preceded its age for decades. The 300-mile waterway was dug by
shovel and axe-through manual labor. Like Egypt's pyramids, it was thus

Figure 5: Philadelphia and New York represented the gateways to the
territory in the west The Erie Canal begins at Buffalo ( upper left) and
leads to Albany, capital of New York State.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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still a product of renewable energy, of muscle power. From that time on,
freight could be transported smoothly with horses pulling the ships along,
thus avoiding most of the friction. Compared to road transports, cargo
capacity could be increased forty times that way, while using the same
horsepower. By 1825 goods from the Midwest reached New York at a tenth
of the former freightage. It was due to the construction of this canal, then,
that the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan began to prosper.
Who wonders why of all places Johann Rudolph Huber sent his
daughter to Milwaukee 120 years ago, may her find an answer: this was
the place Swiss emigrants chose after the opening of the Erie Canal, for
here were the "white spots", the areas on the map where farmland was
to be had. Some 5000 Swiss settled at this late frontier, among whom
Julias' s aunt- a Mrs. Fehr from Gtitighausen - and a Georg Beringer from
Unterstammheim. Julia and Georg were to get married in Milwaukee in
1879. (In figure 1 Stammheim can be seen in the top right-hand corner [of
that part of the map] .)

HERMANN BERINGER'S FAMILY LINE
'Are you Mr. and Mrs. Basler?' a sprightly lady in her seventies
asked us at Milwaukee airport. 'Yes! And are you Barbe DahlbergBeringer?' We were indeed greatly excited-face to face with us stood
Julia's granddaughter and her husband! They showed us round the old
town-center with its famous breweries. In one of these Georg Beringer had
earned his living. Close by were buildings from the turn of the century, in
one of which Julia had raised three sons.
Julia, Live!
The biggest surprise, however, we experienced at the Dahlberg's
marvelous country house at Brookfield. There, for the first time ever,
we saw Julia together with her husband and their three sons-on a
photograph, of course (see figure 6). 8 Thus, despite learning much
about the Hubers and Julia's fate in my youth and later years, I and my
Nife had had to travel some 5000 miles to experience that moment.
8
Julia 's eldest son Hermann married Johanna Wupper, while her youngest ,
N'illiam , married Johanna' s sister Martha; Albert, the one in the middle, married ElizaJeth M. Marshall in New York City. Hermann and Johanna had eight children, among
whom Barbe , whereas Albert had three children, and William two.
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Figure 6: Julia Huber (born 1857, at Dorlikon) with her husband (born
1849, at Stammheim), and their three sons Hermann (left; born 1881),
Albert (right; born 1883), and William (middle; born 1887).
As Barbe Dahlberg-daughter of Julia's eldest son Hermann-told us,
Julia used to sing with her and teach her French. Often she would appear
quite melancholy, as if being sad. 'But you couldn't find a nicer person;
she was a wonderful mother', she declared, 'and look at the embroidery!'
Moved, my wife took a close look at Julia's needlework from 1870-a
product of Dorlikon 's sewing school.
ALBERT BERINGER'S LINE

A rich suburb on the way out to Connecticut and not far from the
coast, Larchmont is to New York what Kiisnacht is to Zurich. My wife
and I received an invitation from there, as well. This time it came from the
three sons of Julia's second son Albert. They had all been born and raised
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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.t Larchmont, and like Julia's half-brothers (that is, the children of father
Huber's second marriage) they had been successful in such diverse areas
as engineering, chemistry, and business.

Taller Than the 'Weinliinder' People
We met Marshall, Stuart, and Bruce on Saturday, October 2. The
wives of these retirees turned out to be as active and as interested in
genealogy as Mrs. Dahlberg. A few fragments of our rather unstructured
conversation may illustrate how emotional our encounter was: 'Oh,
I have a famous recipe of Julia's somewhere-now where did I put
it?' Meanwhile, I couldn't get my eyes off the Beringer sons. Did not
Bruce resemble some people in Thalheim? He looked so familiar, but,
characteristically, the three American descendants were all taller than
their Thalheim forefathers. Another thing that struck me were the close
family ties. 'This is Julia', I thought, 'she raised her sons in true Dorlikon
fashion.'
Childhood Memories
Later our hosts played tapes for us on which the aged Albert
was recounting childhood memories to his grandchildren. One of his
stories concerned a small goat which Julia had let her children have;
at that time there must have been some land around their small house.
Another recollection dealt with 'Silvester', as New Year's Eve is called
in Europe's German-speaking areas. Albert spoke some Swiss-German
dialect to talk about it. As he recalled correctly, the person getting up
latest on this last day of the year is named 'Silvester' and throughout
the day gets teased in the following words: "Silvaschter, Silvaschter
stand uuf, streck d Bei zum Bett uus!" ('Silvester, Silvester get up,
stretch your legs out of your bed.) Yet another memory of Albert's had
to do with his mother's famous recipe, which amidst excitement and
questions our hosts still had not found. It seemed to concern some kind
of pastry that was traditionally served around Christmas. According to
Albert, Julia would always cut this delicacy into three equal parts-one
for each of her boys; and the one to choose his piece first would have to
wait three years for his next turn. From one or two of Albert's remarks
my wife and I inferred what the object in question was- 'Birnweggen',
a traditional Swiss pastry filled with dried pears. I told my hosts how,
ike Julia, during the winter months my mother would fetch dried pears
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out of the big old chest-the 'Stticklitrog' -in which dried fruit was
stored; how, after soaking and chopping the pears, she would add raisins
and walnuts, spreading the paste onto a thin sheet of bread dough, and
finally rolling it up and baking it. Of course, spices and, if available,
cream would be added, too; and my grandmother would even use some
'Schnaps' - cherry brandy- for the frosting.
In the course of our candle-lit dinner, the images of our common
ancestors grew ever more tangible. And when dessert was served in
Julia's dishes, she seemed to be present in person. Encounters with
ancestors of the sort just described always strike me as elevating. In
looking for traces of those who went to the New World, one grows
particularly conscious of the traditions and values at home, of the Swiss
customs on New Year's Eve, for example, whose roots must go back to
paganism, or of the 'Birnweggen', a product of necessity and age-old
wisdom. To survive the hard winters north of the Alps, one would dry
most of the harvested crops, thus being able to preserve them. After
soaking and baking it during the winter months, even sour, inedible
fruit such as Switzerland's cider pears could be served as a welcome
dish. For a similar reason I had long been interested in the 'SchnitzHaus' of the Moravians, the founders of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
There, too, crab apples and other harvested crop were peeled, sliced,
spread out, dried, and finally stored. The 'Schnitz-Haus', then, like my
mother's 'Stticklitrog', were replaced by today's freezers. Unlike the
latter, however, they saved not only energy, but also used it exclusively
in renewable form.

Cultural Assets-a Dowry for the New Homelands
One might be struck by our grandmothers' efforts to make their
pastries look and taste delicious. For them decorating the dishes they
prepared mattered as much as adorning their windows with flowers. It
irks me therefore if in films on former farm life the meals served look like
animal feed. Take the ornaments on our grandmothers', Birnweggen', for
example: To allow the steam to evaporate during the baking process, they
would pierce their golden surfaces with small holes, thus creating pretty
zigzag patterns. And in no time they would press little ornaments onto
loaves of freshly churned butter-patterns that always reminded me of a
blackbird's imprints on new snow. Such traditions made people feel at
home. Regarding the emigrants, they also provided support during the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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Figure 7: Julia Huber shortly before emigrating
to Milwaukee.

painful first period away from home and relatives. Thus, what material
possessions meant for their physical survival, old traditions, brought
with them, meant for their spiritual well being. From the discussions
and observations at the Dahlbergs I gathered that Julia was homesick,
despite the fact that her younger brothers Hermann and Albert had joined
her in Milwaukee. (The two are said, though, to have moved to Chicago
later or, possibly, Latin America.) Apparently, Julia began to suffer from
persistent stomach cramps; and since no doctor could help, she wrote
to her father. He gave her advice, recommending in particular herb tea,
which eventually eased the pain. At the age of sixty-six, however, Julia
·ted of cancer of the abdomen.
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Epprecht's Crossing
RESEARCH AT THE SCHELBERT'S

At Leo Schelbert's house in Evanston, Illinois, we looked through
those sources available at Leo's university library in which traces of the
Epprechts were most likely to be found. In the course of this process I
came across another Dorlikon ancestor, Ulrich Singer, a descendant of a
family doubly represented in the village's heraldic church window frorr
1685 (see figure 3).9
Once, while staying in Chicago, we were able to take part in
seminar on African-American history, which Leo was teaching at tti
University of Illinois at Chicago. One of the central statements on thi
occasion, made by a black guest professor, is still ringing in my ears.
'People who lose their history lose themselves; for how can we know
where we are going if we don't know where we're coming from?'
Indentured Service
On the way to Northwestern University Library, Leo Schelbert and
I engaged in an intensive discussion on slavery. 'Was it not-at least
temporary-slavery', I wanted to know, 'if the Dorlikon emigrants were
fetched from their ship by foreign masters, who paid for their journey and
expected their service in return?' My question had come up while reading
Leo's works (footnote 5). Someone as needy as Rudolf Epprecht would
barely have managed to get to the coast with his wife and six children an undertaking of three weeks on foot- and from there to London. The
crossing itself he would therefore have had to pay off in installments. Leo
Schelbert showed me, however, that, given the circumstances, to bind
oneself for several years was often to survive. Especially in the case of
young people, that kind of labor could even replace an apprenticeship.
Thus, what today is no longer legal-the mortgaging of one's future
pay-was then a common practice, serving both sides. As I further
9

Rudolf Ulrich Singer, born 1851, originally a barber at Dorlikon. In 1876
he was admitted to the Swiss Association at St. Louis. In the same name list , published
in connection with the 50 1h anniversary of the Nordamerikanische Schweizerbund,
1865-1915, we found what is probably a remote relative of my wife: the iron-worker
Johannes Ernst from Feldi-Altikon, born 1801.
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learnt from Leo, the term 'indentured service' derives from the actual
contracts, written out for master and servant. The document, put down
in duplicate on the same scroll, would be separated in a zigzag line,
with one part handed to the master, the other to the servant. In case of
conflict, then, a creditor could prove the legitimacy of his claim by fitting
the two halves together.

"Energy Slaves"
They paid off their debts by muscle power, by labor measured in
energy units. 'Indentured service' meant being an "energy slave" -more
precisely, mortgaging one's capacity to work for a certain time span,
usually four years. On average, a person's daily energy output amounts to
one to two kilowatt hours (kWh), or some 860 to 1720 calories (Kcal). This
corresponds to the amount of energy contained in one or two deciliters
of oil, or added up over four years, to one or two barrels. That is also the
amount of energy a Boeing 717 uses on a transatlantic flight per person.
Despite this enormous energy consumption we continue to exploit the
surface of the earth , thus exhausting resources within generations that
have taken millions of years to build up.
And yet, while in Evanston, I brushed such ecological considerations
aside, thinking instead of flying down to South Carolina, where I hoped to
find some more traces of the Zurich emigrants of 1738 and 1743.
A Spectacular Discovery
We were working in the archives of Northwestern University Library.
I was reading Robert L. Meriwether's Expansion of South Carolina 17291765 ,1 0 when Leo Schelbert suddenly asked: 'Was not the first name of
your Epprecht Rudolf?' - 'Yes, why?' 'The index of The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography here contains a reference to volume
58.' My heart began to beat faster.
A SPECTACULAR DISCOVERY
Thanks to the library's open stacks we had immediate access to the
desired article, 11 and going through it, found the following passage:
10

Robert L. Meriwether, The Expansion of South Carolina 1729-1765.
(ingsport, Tennessee: Southern Publishers , 1940.
11
Louis F. Middlebrook, "The ship Mary of Philadelphia , 1740," The Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 58 (1943), 150.
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In a letter from her owner, Daniel Flexney of London. to John
Reynell, he makes mention of her passengers as follows:
John Ulrick Hagen buck, wife and 3 children, aged 11-12-2
Felix Rebsamen
do.&: 6
do.
do. 12-11-7-3-5-1/2
do.&: 5
do.
do. 11-7-4-2-1/2
John Rueg
do.&: 3
do.
do. 18-21-11
Jacob Rueg
do.&: 6
do.
do. 20-18-14-12-7-4
Rudolf Epprecht
Henry Angst
Elizabeth Angst
do.
'That's him!' I exclaimed. And-as I was able to corroborate after
comparing the data given by the author of the article, L. F. Middlebrook,
with that of Reverend Ulrich (see figure 2)-the listed children were his
sons Jacob (20) and Rudolf (18), together with his four daughters Anna
(14), Margret (12), Elisabeth (7), and Verena (4).
My question at the outset of my inquiry-whether the Epprechts had
ever reached the other side of the ocean - had thus been answered: They
had boarded at London port, and their ship Mary arrived in Philadelphia
in November 1743.
Who Else Traveled With Them?
Back at the Schelberts' we went through a publication listing all the
records on Swiss emigrants over a period of ten years 12 -the records that
Zurich's authorities had requested from its parishes in 1743 .. We were all
trying to find out who else had traveled with the Epprechts, and it was my
wife who eventually came up with the following passage:

Hans Ulrich Hagenbucher of Htinikon, aged 41, who,
with his wife, Barbara Frauenfelder, same age, and 3
children: Elsbeth 13, Margareth 10, Magdalena 2, left here
[Neftenbach] for Carolina June 14th, 1793. Because he had
12
Albert B. Faust and Gaius M. Brumbaugh, eds. Lists of Swiss Emigrants
in the Eighteenth Century to the American Colonies. Vol. 1: Zurich 1734-1744. Washington, D.C.: The National Genealogical Society, 1920. For some 90 corrections based
on the originals see Leo Schelbert, "Notes on 'Lists of Swiss Emigrants'," National
Genealogical Society Quarterly 50 (1972): 34-46. The article is included in the I 976
reprint of the Faust-Brumbaugh work.
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been severely punished at Kyburg in the previous spring,
far blasphemous speeches and in addition to that had been
obliged to hear from the pulpit a sermon expressly directed
against him and consequently was ashamed to live longer
among the people there.
f\1oreover, we found the following entry:
From the Parish Stemenberg there left on April 16, 1793 the
following families:
Felix Rebsamen, 45, and his wife Regula Graff with 6
children, the oldest of which was 15 years old and the
youngest 1. After selling his house and goods and paying
the Emigration tax on the total, each of these men [Felix
Rebsamen and Hans Ruegg] took away with him about 300
Florins in money. Hans Ruegg, 43, and his wife Elsbeth
Ott, 45, with their 5 children, the oldest of which was 12
and the youngest 10 weeks old.
We were unable to locate Jakob Ruegg with the group of children
mentioned in the passenger list of the Mary. Further listed, however,
were
Heinrich Angst from Niederwil, unmarried. aged 27 1/2,
his sister Elizabeth [Angst] unmarried, 26, both without a
pass or certificate from the pastor.
A glance at figure 1 shows that the Angsts came from a hamlet
west of Dorlikon. Likewise, on the left side of the map Htinikon is
indicted, a hamlet north of Neftenbach from which the Hagenbuchers
came. Indeed, one tended to travel with people of one's own kind.

THE CROSSING ON THE MARY AN INCONCEIVABLE UNDERTAKING
The following day my wife and I went back to Northwestern
Library to photocopy the passenger list of the Mary mentioned in Mr.
Middlebrook's article. Fortunately, apart from reconstructing some of the
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history of American shipbuilding, the author gave important details on the
Mary. The vessel was only 58 feet long on keel, 21,5 feet beam, and 10.5
feet depth of hold! To think of a transatlantic crossing in such a nutshell and at a time when neither radio nor auxiliary engines nor alloyed steel
existed, and the only thing holding a boat together were tree nails! Other
data, extracted from correspondence, order forms, and bills, indicated that
the ship came to1255 British pounds; that it required a crew of some
sixteen men; and that it possessed in place of a gun for defense a precious
figurehead supposed to imbue the superstitious sailors with confidence. A
specialist in naval history, Mr. Middlebrook took a particular interest in
the Mary because she was America's oldest and smallest fully rigged ship
built for transatlantic crossings. (She had been ordered and financed by
the London merchant Daniel Flexney who thereby hoped to establish and
maintain overseas trade.)
Like Slaves
As further described in the article, the ship's lowest stowage roomthe 'lowstow' -held water barrels and heavy goods. Both the forward and
after parts of the vessel, where room diminished in height and width, were
used for crew accommodation. The center of the ship consisted of main
deck and lower deck, both of which only 4 to 4.5 feet apart. Room there
was too low to accommodate any passenger, but it served for dry stowage
of perishables. It surprises the more, then, that once at least the Mary did
carry passengers.
To verify this, Mr. Middlebrook quoted a letter by Daniel Flexney
addressed to his trading partner John Reynell in Philadelphia, thus further
concluding: " ...there must have been some pretence for provision of the
accommodation of the 35 souls, besides the crew who came to Philadelphia
in this 58 foot ship in November, 1743, and they must have been stowed
away within the four feet between decks in somewhat the same manner
that slaves were transported from Africa." (Middlebrook, 150)
A Pure Coincidence
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Back at the New York Public Library I searched through I. D. Rupp's
compilation of some 30,000 names of German and Swiss immigrants, 13
besides a publication by R. B. Strassburger and W. J. Hinke. 14 Moreover,
I tried to get hold of what other data was available on passengers, in
particular the passenger lists of Philadelphia. However, no Epprecht
could be found. On the other hand, I saw confirmed the information I
had extracted from the publication consulted at Schelbert's place (see
footnote 12): Two people from Niederwil had arrived on the Endeavor
on November 10, 1743-Hans Ulrich Schaub, aged twenty, and Adam
Schaub, aged eighteen. These were the sons from Henry Schaub's first
marriage. Schaub himself, aged 51, had left Andelfingen in spring 17 43,
together with his second wife and their seven children.
I also continued to search for plans of ocean-going sailing ships
of that time. But only ships entering history were described in detailthe Santa Maria for example, on which, on August 3, 1492, Columbus
had put to sea; or the Mayflower, bringing 104 pilgrims to the shores of
Massachusetts in 1620. Both these ships were about twice as long as the
Mary, that is, 128 feet; and only the Pinta and Nina, the two escorting
ships included in Columbus's fleet, compared to the size of the Mary.
(The latter might therefore have resembled the Pinta, shown in figure 8.)
Unfortunately, further research on the Mary was to no avail; so what little
knowledge I have been able to retrieve I owe entirely to Mr. Middlebrook's
enthusiam for old sailing ships.

DETECTIVE WORK
Increasingly my search for traces of the Dorlikon emigrants began
to resemble a detective story. For like a detective looking for a criminal's
accomplices, I was trying to locate people somehow linked to my
Dorlikon ancestors. It was thus that in the registers I scanned I directed
my attention to people who had left their homes at the same time. Names
such as Miiller, however, I passed over for being too common to be of
any significance. Unfortunately, the name of one of "my" three Dorlikon
13

D . Rupp , Foreign Immigrants to Pennsylvania , 1727-/776. Philadelphia

1898.
14
Ralph Beaver Strassburger and William J. Hinke, Pennsylvania German
Pioneers . A Publication of the Original Lists of Arrivals in the Port of Philadelphia
from 1727 to /803 . 3 vols. Camden, Maine, 1992.
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PINTA

Figure 8: The Pinta, as experts picture the smaller of the two escorting
ships of Columbus' fleet. It was a little larger than the Mary.
families -Ntissli- also turned out to be frequent among emigrants from
the Palatinate, thus having to be dismissed, as well.
Once, in the course of my preparations in Switzerland, I had also
been considering the Amish -the peculiar denomination committed to
the preservation of old traditions. As their name indicates, they emerged
being led by a Swiss named Jakob Ammann of uncertain identity in
Canton Berne; and so I wondered if some of the Dorlikon people might
have been among them. Luckily, I found an excellent genealogy on the
Amish, which enabled me to verify that neither Conrad Basler nor any
other Dorlikon villagers had ever been part of them.
On the other hand, as early as summer 1987 Dr. Pfister of Zurich's
State Archive had alerted me to another important factor-the distortion
and alteration of names. In a letter dated August 31 he informed me of
those passenger lists from Philadelphia which had been written out three
times:
[ ... ] On the same list, no. 68, a certain 'Conraat Bachler'
(38) / 'Conraat (X) Bauchler' / 'Conrad Barttler' is
mentioned. The cross between his first and surname
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corresponds to his signature. It is not unlikely that this is
the Konrad Basler you are looking for. Name distortions
of that sort repeatedly occurred where English-speaking
officials recorded names given in the respective person's
vernacular. Moreover, details about names must be taken
as rough estimates rather than at face value. As regards the
other two Dorlikon emigrants, their ages are registered in
the list of Altikon differ from those in the passenger list
(Niissli 42/45, Weidmann 37 /40); as regards Basler, ages
given 33/38 ...
Had it not been for Dr. Pfister who had acquired a profound
knowledge of these emigrants, I might never have discovered Conrad
Basler.

SEARCH WITHIN THE FAMILY CIRCLE
On the passenger list on which the names of Basler, Niissli, anu
Weidmann appeared, there was also mention of a certain Rudolph
Baumer. According to Dr. Pfister this might be the person from Altikon
who Reverend Ulrich, on his list of emigrants, had registered under
1735 instead of 1738. In research in general, assumptions of that sort
help to get some orientation; not infrequently in genealogy they harden
the evidence through cross-references. It was thus that I discovered
that Conrad Basler had been married to Anna Baumer from Altikon.
Obviously then the twenty-six-year old Rudolf Baumer was her single
brother who had joined the Baslers. Possibly too a sister-Barbel
Baumer, age 28, married to Christoph Muller from Altikon, age 30was of the group as well.
In the course of my research in Switzerland I had moreover
discovered that Conrad Basler and Anna Basler-Baumer, married on
January 12, 1729, had a little daughter on April 2. 1730. However as early
as December 13, 1732, Anneli died. Their son Conrad who later traveled
with them was born in 1731. Interestingly, in Reverend Ulrich's register
both father and son are recorded as 'Curat' (pronounced 'Chueret'). To
me, the question now remained what had happened to the Dorlikon party
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after arriving in Philadelphia. Might they too, have entered indenturec
service to settle their travel expenses?

Close to Surrender
Working in New York, I came across an index listing all those peoiJic;
known ever to have reached the American coast, or to have left their
homelands with this intention. 15 This multi-volume work made me realize
that the 800 Baslers at present living in the United States originate from
-;everal different Basler families; moreover, I was forced to acknowledge
hat, possibly, the illiterate Conrad Basler was not related to these Baslers
at all, since obviously his name had been misunderstood and altered by
the English-speaking officials. Such complications, it seemed, could
hardly be mastered.

15

Passenger and Immigration Lists Index, New York Public Library.
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)ff to Pennsylvania
tETURN TO BETHLEHEM
After New York, my wife and I traveled on to Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. We had long been invited to visit John and Nelda Fisher
there, old university friends of ours, and it was now that we finally complied.
'It looks greener and cleaner', was our first response to the town that
had become our second home and our daughter Susan's birthplace. The
fortunate change in the town's appearance seemed due to the 'Bethlehem
Steel Company', which had shrunk to a mere tenth of its original jobs.
Lehigh University, on the other hand, had grown in size-in particular its
research department for civil engineering, where I had worked during our
stay. The south side of the campus now lodged the Center for Advanced
Technology for Large Structural Systems 16 - built under the supervision
of Dr. John Fisher, our host. It represents one of the six Centers of
Excellence established during the Reagan era, and the only one in the
United States conceived exclusively for the construction industry. At the
time of our visit, double-hulled vessels were being developed and tested
there-a novel approach designed to reduce pollution in case of leaking
oil tanks.

RESEARCH AT LANCASTER
]enealogical Potsherds
One piece of information that Dr. Pfister had given me was still
mtouched. It concerned a short note from 1744, which our son too had
mce come across at the world Center for Ancestral Search, Salt Lake
city, Utah. It ran: ""A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann Maria, bap.
Dec.23." I had never attributed much importance to it since, as can be seen
from the records in figure 2, the name of Conrad Basler's wife was Anna
rather than Anna Maria. However, a phone call to Professor Don Yoder
encouraged me to pursue this track some further. 17 He informed me where
16

Lehigh University. Center for Advanced Technology for Large Structural
Systems, 117 ATLSS Drive, H Building, Bethlehem. Pa. 18015.
17
Prof. Don Yoder, Box 304 , Devon, Pa . 19333 . He taught at the University
>f Pennsylvania, Department of Folklore and Folklife.
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1744.
John Philip Oster, s.William; born Feb. 5.
John Georg Graff, s. John Georg and Cath.; b. June 12, bap. July 4.
John Ermel, s. John; bap. Dec. 1.
A daughter of Conrad Basler and Ann Maria; bap. Dec. 25.
Jacob Henning, s. Jacob and Eliz.; bap. Dec. 26
Sophia Schertz, d. [s.?] John Nich. and Ann Eve; bap. Dec.30, diec
October 15, 1747.

Figure 9: A passage from the first volume of the "Pennsylvania
German Church Records of Births, Marriages, Burials, etc.," in:
The Pennsylvania German Society Proceedings and Addresses, 3
vols. (Baltimore 1983),135.
to find the original record containing the entry in question and where else
to conduct research. It was thus that on October 7, 1992 my wife and I
drove the three hours out to the Schaff Library at Lancaster. 18 There a
friendly librarian showed us an English translation of the said record (see
figure 9). But following Dr. Pfister's and Professor Schelbert's advice, I
insisted on seeing the original, for given all the mistakes accumulating
in the process of reading, translating, copying, and finally printing the
document, its content might easily have changed and hence lead one
astray. Warning me that I would be unable to decipher the original, our
librarian finally brought us the desired microfilm and a person to instruct
us in its use. What I then came to see triggered once more the joyful 'Isthis-possible !'in me that renders research so thrilling. Just imagine: 24f
years ago, and some 4500 miles away from their old home, the ministe
of that first Protestant church of Lancaster baptizing our Baslers' littl
daughter (see figure 10); and none of their relatives in Dorlikon eve
knowing of it- not until today!

INTERPRETING INACCURACIES
Yet, after this discovery new doubts befell me. What did that
Heinrich Basler have to do with Conrad Bassler? I had come across his
18
Philip Schaff Library, Lancaster Theological Seminary, 555 West James
Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 17603,Tel. (717) 393-0654.
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name once before at New York's Public Library on a list of immigrants,
dating 1732.

Bassler-Basler?
Moreover, what about the differences in spelling 'Bassler' and
'Basler'? From reading other old documents I knew about the intricacies
of distinguishing double-'s' and 'sz' in Gothic script. This led me to
assume that the pastor must have grappled with similar spelling problems
as our grandparents-an assumption which was confirmed by his spelling
of 'Bassler's' wife as 'Baslerin'. Only later did I realize that 'Basler',
if pronounced by an English speaker unfamiliar with this name, would
result in 'Baisler' -unless spelled as 'Bassler'. Or, put differently,
with the illiterate Basler saying his name, any English-speaking official
would most likely take down 'Bassler'. (It may little surprise, then, that
in this respect Germans hardly differed from their English-speaking
counterparts. I once came across the word 'Bentzelfania' -a German
version of 'Pennsylvania'.) Given these circumstances, I now began to
wonder if the index on 'Baslers since the Civil War' was of any use at
all.
Overburdened Scribes, Inaccurate Translators
The case in question showed me, moreover, to what limited extent
sources could be relied upon. Caspar Lewis Schnorr, the minister
baptizing Basler 's daughter on December 23, had not recorded the event
until December 25 or 26. Might he have forgotten the little girl's name by
then?
Whoever translated these church records from Gothic script to
English print (unfortunately also omitting the god-parents' names) must
have noticed the temporal inaccuracy, since he adjusted the chronology
of events (see figure 5). But where did the name of Anna Eva Erhard,
a child baptized on Christmas 1744, come from? After all, the original
mentioned but "December 25. Christian Erhard = Susanne Mi.illerin. Ein
Magdlein getaufft. Gevatter Jacob Aombach ("December 25. Christian
Erhard= Susanne Mi.illerin. A girl baptized. Godfather Jacob Aombach")
(the equals-sign standing for 'married to'). The entry dating December 30
offered a solution: While copying the name of Johann Nicolay Schnell's
wife-Anna Eva-the translator must have slipped down a few lines, thus
accidentally taking it for the name of the baptized child. Battling with
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such intricacies I came to conclude that, as a science, genealogy must be
even more demanding than archeology, for there at least potsherds do not
change in shape and can physically be felt.

ONE MORE TREASURE TROVE
Our visit to Schaff Library was followed by one to the archives of
Lancaster's Historical Society. 19 There we searched through old census
records and name lists, constantly keeping an eye on the names of
Weidmann and Epprecht.

.
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Figure 10: Photocopy of an entry to a church record made some 25
years ago. Today this record is held at the Schaff Library at Lancastt
(seep. 44 footnote 3).
19

Lancaster Hi storical Society, 230 N. President Ave. , Lancaster, PA 17603.
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Anna Maria 's Burial Records
' Here!' my wife suddenly exclaimed. In a book on Moravian
graveyards she had not only discovered a list of members buried there, but
also a reference to Anna Basler (see figure 11). We had come to know and
appreciate the Moravians while living at Bethlehem, for after all, it is to
them that the town owes its name. When, around Christmas 1742, Count
Zinzendorf of Saxony, their patron , came to visit his expatriate followers,
the congregation was so moved that they decided to commemorate the
occasion in the name of their settlement. Known in Europe as 'Herrnhuter'
or ' Brtidergemeinde', the Moravian congregation had originated in the
reform movements brought about by John Hus's death. In the Englishspeaking countries their members then named themselves after the Czech
Moravia, one of the main areas under Hus' influence.
MEMBERS OF THE WARWICK CONGREGATION
INTERRED ON THE FIRST, OR ST. JAMES' GRAVEYARD.
1744 to 174 7.
1. Michael Bymtiller's child.
2. Christian Weisskoph's child.
3. Gottlieb Veil's child. Two years old.
4. Anna Mary Henrich. Thirty-six: years old.
1748.
5. Vincent Stauber. March 4. Fifty-five.
6. Mary Catharine Schmidt. March 25. Forty·seven.
7. Frederick Hayer.
8. Conrad Bassler. June 16.
1749.
9. Philip Platten berger. April 11. Eight years old.
10. Verona Bender. Wife of John Bender. April 17. Forty-two years.
12. Michael Palmer. Sept. 20. Forty years.
13. John Philip Seip. Sept. 24. Eight months old.
14. Andrew Bort. Oct. s. Fifty years.
15. Henry Possard. Oct. 9. Thirty years.
16. Jacob Johnson. Son of Jacob Johnson, Sr. Ten years old.
Exercising himself in jumping, at the same time holding an
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open knife in his hand, he fell upon it, the blade piercing his
heart, and death ensuing one minute later. Funeral
service by Brother Ronner.
1750.
18. Elizabeth Palmer. Jan . 5. Thirty-eight.
20. Franciscus Seip. March 3. Eight years.
21. John George Kiesel. Infant son of Nicholas Kiesel.
22. Christian Huehter. Infant.
23. Carl Palmer. Infant.
1751.
24. Christina Johnson. Aug. 25. Infant daughter of Jacob and
Julian Johnson.
25. Jacob Palmer. Thirteen years old. Son of Michael Palmer.
Funeral service by Brother Nixdorff.
1752.
27. Beatus Heil.
28. Frederick Bort. Three years old.
1753.
29. John Weidman. Infant son of John Henry Weidman.
30. John Sherzer. Son of Stephen Sherzer. Two years.
31. John Michael Eib. Nov. 5. Thirty years. Three children:
Margaret Barbara, Michael and Jacob.
32. Elizabeth Bechtel. Widow. Aged seventy-seven years.
Funeral service by Brother Christian Henry Rauch.
33. Anna Mary Seip. Infant.
1754.
34. Andrew Koerber. Seven days old. Baptized by the mid-wife
35. Andrew Frey. Son of Christopher Frey. Two years. Funeral
service by Brother Bader.
1755.
36. Anna Maria Bassler. Widow. Fifty-two.
37. Anna Maria Kiesel. Wife of Frederick Kiesel. Thirty-four.
Funeral service by Brother Krogstrup.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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38. Peter Heil. Infant son of Jacob Heil.
39. Michael Eib. Son of John Michael Eib . Five years.
1756.
40. Susanna Frey. Wife of Andrew Frey. Mother of Christopher
Frey. Sixty years. Funeral service by Brother Lembke.
41. Christian Ludwig Lembke. Son of the Rev. Franz Christian
Lembke. Born in Nazareth, July 20, 1755. Six months.
Funeral service by Brother Russmeyer.
42. Juliana Margaretha Johnson. Wife of Jacob Johnson. Fortytwo.
43. John Michael Blickensderfer. Infant son of Christian and
Catharina Blickensderfer.
44. Catharine Weidman. Wife of Henry Weidman. Twenty-two.
45. Andrew Frey. Sept. 16. Sixty-five.
1757.
46. Thomas Williams. March 4. Fifty years. Funeral service by
Brother Neisser.
4 7. Catharine Bender. Infant daughter of John Bender. One
year.
48. John William Boehler. Aged five years. Died of small-pox.
Carl Frederick Palmer. Ten months.
50. George Blickensderfer.} Twin sons of Christian and
Catharine
51. Daniel Blickensderfer. } Blickensderfer. Infants.
52. Infant son of Nicholas Jungblut.
53. John Michael Seip. One year.
54. Anna Ramsberg. Born in Norway, Jan . 26, 1706; died
in Lititz, Oct. 28. She was the General Superintendent
of the Single Sisters in the Pennsylvania Country
Congregations.
1758.
55. John Frederick Ricksecker. Son of Peter Ricksecker.
Eight months.
56. Barbara Plattenberger. Wife of John Plattenberger. Fortysix.
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57. Samuel Frey. Infant son of Christopher Frey.
58. Anna Rosina Plattenberger. Infant daughter of John
Platten berger.
59. Anna Rosina Kling. Infant daughter of Christian Kling.
60. John George Lecron. Died Aug J. Aged nine years.
Figure 11: Photocopy of pages 218-19 in A. R. Beck,
The Moravian Graveyards 1744-1905.

As we learnt from the burial records my wife had discovered, Anna
Maria Basler must have been buried in Warwick in 1755, aged fifty-two;
thus, when the Baslers emigrated in 1738, she had been thirty-five. This,
in tum, corresponded to the age which Reverend Ulrich had reported to
the Zurich authorities (see figure 2). Warwick, we were told by a librarian,
now no longer existed as such but belonged to Lititz, some eight miles
north of Lancaster. (If it was marked in the map of figure 5, Lititz would
be located in the "c" of Lancaster-Lancaster being west of Philadelphia.)
Fortunately, however, Moravians always took great care of their members,
their old graveyard was still in existence.
The Basler Widow
Kevin,20 as this librarian was called, also provided us with the
photocopy of a document referring to the appointment of a legal
representative for the widowed Anna Basler. According to the document,
issued on February 2, 1748, the person appointed was Jacob Huber. Anna,
obviously illiterate as her late husband, only signed with a shaky cross,
above which the copyist had noted 'The Marke of' and, on each side of
which, one part of her name.
But there was a flaw to all this-the name of the deceased was
'Conrad Bostler'. And yet, considering all the inaccuracies regarding
the christenings, this seemed perfectly possible: the few officials
from England must have been unfamiliar with the German language.
Indeed, the document itself provided evidence for errors of that kind,
for the witness registered as 'William Zigeler' had signed as 'Wilhelm
Ziegler'.

°Kevin Shue, 1361 Landisville Road, Manheim, PA 17545.

2
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Conrad Basler, Deceased 1748
Little later, another piece of the puzzle fell into place.As the Warwick
burial records revealed, Conrad Basler was interred in 1748 (see figure
11, entry no. 8; Why on earth had we not discovered him earlier?). This
burial was recorded as having taken place on June 16-four months after
the appointment of Anna Maria's administrator. And again, like in the
case of the Basler christening, given the rather rudimentary bureaucracy
during this initial period, this inaccuracy did not seem to be of any greater
importance.
As the sun was setting on this exciting day, my wife and I arrived at
the huge Moravian Cemetery of Lititz. Its oldest gravestones, however,
dated no further back than 1815.

MORE RESEARCH AT BETHLEHEM
As I now learnt, the Moravians had always kept what burial records
they could retrieve. As active missionaries they had spread throughout
the world; but it was here at Bethlehem, their spiritual center, that they
held these records, or photo-copies thereof. I thus decided to conclude my
research here. My inquiries at Bethlehem's Moravian Archives, however,
were of no avail-there were no records of any Baslers. As Dr. Lothar
Madeheim explained to me, the Archives held but copies of a part of the
Lititz records, and these were practically unreadable. He therefore advised
me to go back to Lititz itself, a suggestion I took to heart, deciding to
return there once more.
Working Under Time Pressure
To find out more about the opening hours at Lititz, I called the
Moravians there. To my surprise, I was told there were no opening hours
1t all; instead I would have to fill out a form and send it in, including
ten dollars. In addition, I learnt that the person capable of translating
documents would only be available on Saturdays; and even if we stayed
for another Saturday, which was not the case, it would not help, since
inquiries could take weeks to get processed. I thus had to content myself
with the secretary's promise to send me a form.
Meanwhile, we fulfilled our promises and visited our Bethlehem
friends-among whom also the Swigarts, who had once assisted me
in some research on the Amish. Over one of their doors I discovered
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Figure 12: Photocopy of a document from 1748 referring to the
appointment of a legal representative for the widowed Anna Maria
Raster.
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an old German saying, rendered in peculiar Pennsylvania Dutch and
poignantly reflecting my present dilemma: "The Hurrier I Go, the
Behinder I Get".
Who Is Meant After All?
In yet another effort we went through the books at Lehigh University Library, among which the venerable volumes of the Pennsylvania
Archives. In order to relate possible new findings to those already made,
we compiled a list of the first 'Baslers' or ' Basslers' ever mentioned in
the country. 2 1 We named it the list of "Abrahams", since those listed
could all have been the progenitors of new-American-family lines.
A corresponding list drawn up for the Epprechts posed more problems,
in that, evidently, the English-speaking officials found it even harder to
spell their name-the ' ch'-sound in some Swiss dialects simply does
not exist in English.
On Sunday, my wife went to New York with Catherine, Konrad
Basler Junior, and our grandchildren; I had decided to remain in the
Lancaster area for another few days.
Lost in Thoughts in Pennsylvania's Woods
In Bethlehem, the day before, I had discovered two volumes at a
Moravian bookstore which drew my attention to the woods of William
Penn, - woods the Dorlikon emigrants had encountered some 250 years
ago. 22 How impenetrable might they have been? It is a well-known fact that
roads have always played a key role in the history of human settlement.
From prehistoric times to James Watt's steam-machine, they had an impact
21
These are the first Baslers (or Basslers) and Epprechts recorded in Pennsylvania (note the different spellings of Epprecht): First Baslers or Basslers: differen ,
spellings of Epprecht

1719
1732

John Henrich
1750
Ebracht Jacob
Henrich
1756
Epracht Jacob
Ulrich
1775
Ebright Jacob
1739
Conrad
1778
Eppright Jacob
1750
Godlop
1782
Eppreght Jacob
Jacob
Johannes
Peter
22
Jerome H . Wood , Jr., Conestoga Crossroads: Lancaster, Pennsylvania
1730-1790. Harri sburg 1979; Paul A. Wallace , Indian Paths of Pennsylvania . 3rd edition. Harrisburg 1987.
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on history; and, where empires like the Roman one built and controlled
roads, they actively shaped the course of history. With such thoughts in
mind, I concluded that the Epprechts, originally intending to migrate
from Philadelphia to Carolina, must have refrained from crossing the 700
miles overland. (Their idea of settling in Carolina seems to have been
inspired by the widely circulated report written by a certain Purry from
Neuchatel, Switzerland.) More unlikely yet, given their limited means,
was their embarking on another sea voyage. I therefore had to look for
them within Pennsylvania-more precisely, since they had not come as
missionaries or fur traders but as farmers, in Pennsylvania's southernmost
tip bordering on the Appalachians and, at that time, politically not yet
fully defined.
Settlers migrating from Philadelphia 250 years ago used the ancient
paths established by the Delaware Indians, a horseless people. Excellent
as these paths were-they led straight west, cut marshlands and steep hills,
and made it easy to ford streams-they were expanded to horse and wagon
tracks by the settlers, and eventually paved. Even twenty years before
the arrival of the Dorlikon emigrants, the fur trader Peter Bezaillon was
making extensive use of one of them; since it later came to be the main
westbound axis, it was named Old Peter's Road.
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Columbus uay
rRAVELING BACK IN THE HISTORY OF TECHNOLOGY
On October 12 I drove out to the magnificent autumn forests
c· Pennsylvania. I chose highway 22, a route I had been familiar
'ith since the days at Lehigh University. Once more I was struck
1y the speed and the distances mastered nowadays. Unlike us, the
Dorlikon emigrants had measured the distances they covered by the
hour. Carolina, for example, was '2200 hours on sea' from Rotterdam.
In order really to appreciate our modern standards of living, one has
to visualize what since then pioneers have achieved in Americanot only the independence from the British Crown, but also the
urbanization of land through such waterways as the Erie Canal, or,
later, the rapid progress in research and development. My training at
..,ehigh University, for example, would never have been possible had
t not been for generations of Europeans working towards a common
~oal-Europeans, among whom some might have stemmed from the
2anton of Zurich, or even from Dorlikon.
Among the Anabaptists
Changing onto a southbound highway and driving towards
Schaefferstown through Mennonite country, I was over- whelmed by
the enormous sky. The Pietists, too, must have been both fascinated
and terrified by it, but maybe less for visual than religious reasons. Leo
Schelbert had just sent me his interesting publication on a Swiss Pietist
camily. 23 According to him, it was due to William Penn's tolerance for
md protection of religious freedom that there, on those cleared lands, a
nultitude of different religious ideas came to thrive. The early 1740s in
Pennsylvania have therefore been named the Great Awakening. Might
Anna Basler have been among those re-baptized there, thus adopting
the name of Maria? Or might she have died crossing the ocean? And if
so, would the widowed Conrad Basler have married again-possibly a
idow, too, with children under age?
1

23
Leo Schelbert, "On the Power of Pietism: A documentary of the Thorn mens
_. Schaefferstown," Historic Schaejferstown Record, 17 ( 1983) , 43-47.
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As I approached Lititz, absorbed in such reflections, I suddenly
remembered it was Columbus Day, and even a special one-the 500 th •

CAPTURING A GENEALOGICAL SITE
"Are you open today?' I inquired at the secretary's office of the
Moravians at Lititz. Most likely the New York Public Library would be
closed on Columbus Day. 'Of course,' I was answered with a smile, for
how else would I have entered? 'May I see Beth?' was my next question;
she had been the one to promise me the form a week before (which in
the meantime I had received and completed.) Explaining my reasons for
coming, I was kindly informed nobody was at the archive at the time, and
there was no key to admit me alone. I must have looked desperate, for in
spite of all I was shown the way to the desired room.

Konrad Basler in Search of Conrad Basler
A door opened. 'Hello' I called in the corridor, 'is there anybody
there?' A few women appeared, scrutinizing me from head to toes. 'We're
sorry, but the archives are not open to the public,' one of them informed
me. I insisted: 'My name is Konrad Basler from Switzerland. I've come
here in order to look at the records of Conrad Basler, who was buried here
244 years ago.'
This, evidently, was an unheard of event-someone coming all
the way from Switzerland with the sole purpose of looking for a person
of his own name. My foreign accent must have convinced them of my
nationality. 'Originally we come from Switzerland, too', a petite woman
of considerable age told me in a mixture of German and French. I asked
her name. 'Mme Blanche de Perrot', was her reply, and, realizing that I
was able to spell her name correctly, she grew yet a little more accessible.
However, she wouldn't be available right now, she told me, for there
was a cake in the oven. 'I'll take care of it', a good soul intervened,
and someone brought a camera to photograph the strange visitor. Soon
afterwards, someone else handed Mme Blanche de Perrot the parish
register containing the records in question. 'But you know', she warned
me, 'these records don't date back very far.' 'Then, please, look up entry
no. 36, on Anna Maria Baslerin', I begged. All we could find there,
however, were christenings. Since Anna had been buried in 1755, we
tried the back of the book.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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Her hut? Brother Krogstrup?
There!' I exclaimed and, over her shoulders, began to decipher:
Anna Baslerin, eine Witwe, verschied im 52. Jahr ihres Alters
d[en): 6ten May 1755. Ihre Htitte wurde d[en]8ten May ....
(Anna Baslerin, a widow, passed away in the 52nd year of her
age: May 6th 1755. On May 8th her hut was ...)

Figure 13: On the first page of the 'Begriibnis-Protocoll'
[Burial Record] the eight entry refers to 'Conrad Bafiler '.
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The rest of the line we couldn't make out. She closed the book with
a snap. 'But couldn't we look at the pages preceding these burials', I
pleaded,' after all, Conrad Basler might have been recorded earlier: 'The
cake is done', someone came to my help; and so we continued. And, 1,
and behold, the eighth entry on page one ran 'Conrad Bassler, den 1(
Juny 1748' (Conrad Bassler June 16th, 1748] (see figure 13). 'That'~
him, I exclaimed once more and, suppressing slight disappointment at
not finding more, I asked if I could have a photocopy. But Mme Blanche
shook her head. 'Then', I persisted, please let me have an- other look
at the entry on his wife, 'so I can copy it by hand.' Complying with
my request, she turned to the page in question. 'What does the cross
behind the entry number mean?' I wondered. 'It must refer to someone
checked myself, for else. But no-', I checked myself, for Mme Blanche
continued to read
... Christ[lich] durch Bruder] Otto Krogstrup bei der Jacobi
Kirche beerdigt. Sie hinterliess 4 Kinder, 2 Sohne u. 2
Tochter.
[ ... given a Christian burial by Br(other] Otto Christian
Krogstrup at the Jacobi Church. She left 4 children, 2 sons and
2 daughters.]
'St. Jacobs no longer exists', one of the women informed me; and another
added, 'This isn't our cemetery today; it was used in former times, and
settlers from Warwick received their first church burials there'. 'So
Conrad was the eighth to come to rest in the newly established graveyard',
I mused. But I was already pursuing another train of thought: if this
Anna's brother was Otto Christian Krogstrup, how could she possibly
be the one from Altikon? 'It is noontime', Mme Blanche interrupted me,
whereupon the other women said good-bye and left. A little perplexed
I was lingering near the entrance door, as the friendly woman who had
brought us the church register approached. I assumed she was the newly
appointed archivist, while Mme Blanche, the sole expert in old language·
and scripts, must be in charge of the research part. 'Didn't you want
photocopy of this entry on Conrad Bassler?' she asked. Unable to ex pres
my gratitude more cordially, I asked her name. 'Jean Doherty', was he
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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friendly reply. 24 'And please, let me also have a photocopy of Mrs. Basler's
entry', I added after having requested the way to the old graveyard.
St. Jacob 's Graveyard
Failing to find it right away, I ended up at a modem cemetery and
there had to ask an elderly woman busy with weeding. 'You know, this
wouldn 't exactly be my job today, but my son is here for Columbus Day,
and he has finally decided to put up this fence ... ' I patiently listened to
her lament, some of which she imparted to me in Pennsylvania Dutch.
Returning to the site described, I looked out for high pine trees and a
small US flag, as described. Finally behind the houses, I came upon a
fenced-in field of some forty square yards. From what I could make out
through the wire netting, no gravestones were left-unless some lay
hidden in the high grass. Trying to take a picture, I wondered whether it
,1ad really been here that, for one of the Dorlikon emigrants , the search
for new land had ended.

TRACKING THE HISTORY OF LITITZ
' Do you have any old records on former property distribution?' I
inquired at the Borough Townhouse of Lititz; or, possibly, old mortgage
bonds of Lititz's early period?' I added when all I was shown were zone
plans. Meanwhile, an elderly woman had entered, soon followed by
another. In a concerted effort they tried to offer me help. 'Why don't you
go to the court house in Lancaster', they finally suggested-a proposal
I inwardly dismissed, being sure it would be closed on Columbus Day.
Moreover, they pressed me to take a look at Johannes Mueller House:
'That's real old, the oldest in town; it's on Main Street, right across from
Moravians' Linden Hall.'
Johannes Mueller House
This, however, was not what I cared for most. Coming from a country
withcountlesshousesolderthanthatone,Itookagreaterinterestinthetown's
name alteration from Warwick to Lititz. Dorlikon had had specific reasons
for changing its name to Thalheim. What might have been the reasons here?
24

Jean Doherty, Lititz Moravian Archives and Mu seum, Church Square, Lititz , PA 17543 , Tel. (717) 626-4275.
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At the Lititz bookstore I couldn't find anything on local history;
instead, I was advised to try Johannes Mueller House.
Yes, I was told there, some material might be available, but they
would have to find it first; so would I like to join a group of visitors in the
meantime? Much of what I thus came to see reminded me of our Swiss
local history museums. Among the American visitors, however, the old
spinning wheel and the heavy press-iron with wooden handle caused
surprise, and they had no idea what a curing-room was designed for: I
therefore tried to make it clear to them how indispensible, in winter time,
the curing of meat and the storing of food in general used to be.
An Old Map of Lititz?
While these visitors were taking a look at old costumes, I studied a
drawing dating around 1800, and partly based on a map from 1758 that
apparently was kept in the church archive. Determined that I must see
it, too, I returned to the entrance and asked for admission to the archive.
'Jean Doherty has the keys', I was told, and someone went off to fetch
her. 'But she won't be able to spare more than ten minutes', the friendly
young man at the reception warned me.
Epprechts Close By?
As he looked through my book Spurensicherung, I told him that
in Europe ancestors could often be traced much further back than in
America- 'in my case, for that matter, as far back as 1360.' I showed
him the Epprecht family tree, at which he marveled, pronouncing the
name of Epprecht with as much difficulty as I had pronounced the name
of Doherty in the morning. 'Here people call them Eppreight', I came to
his help. 'Ah, Ebright!' he broke in to my surprise, 'I know a Mr. Ebright;
he lives at Mt. Gretna.' Then he called the information for me and wrote
down Mr. Ebright's address and telephone number. 25
Jacob Huber!
Over at the Moravian Archives Jean Doherty was waiting with slight
impatience- she would soon have to be back home. On one of the walls I
recognized the map I had come for-a little over a square yard in size and
put behind glass (see figure 15). 'Jacob Huber once again!' it escaped me,
25

Thomas and Joyce Ebright, 207 E. Yale Ave., P.O. Box 39, Mt. Cretna, PA .
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'the representative of the widowed Mrs . Basler.' I showed Mrs. Doherty the
photocopy of the document I had found at Lancaster's historical archive.
Marveling at the German names so intimately familiar to me , I noticed how
excellently, from a cartographic point of view, the map had been drawnindeed a masterpiece for that time. 'And St. James 's Graveyard seems to
be included, too, in the afforestation area of Georg Klein's wood.' 'There
is something else which might interest you ' , Mrs. Doherty said, glancing at
her watch, 'something concerning St. James's Graveyard; I'm sure I'll find
the picture. I've only just started to set up the archive and museum - but
here is a photograph of the graveyard plan.'
The Burial Plot
There I was, holding the photograph of the original graveyard
in my hands. Some of the graves were even marked-those probably
whose inscriptions could still be deciphered when the plan was made.
'Could I possibly have a magnifying glass?' I asked, failing to notice
in my excitement that she ought to have left quite a while ago. 'Yes,
I think I've seen something of that kind', she replied, and rummaging
about in a drawer, she produced what I had desired. And there he
was - in the left middle row, close to the church. Two rows to his right
and one down, there was his wife's grave-Anna Maria Baslerin 's.
(The part of the plan concerned is displayed in figure 16.) 'I really
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Figure 15: This map of Lititz dates from 1758 (photographed by Carl
Shuman, Lititz, in 1993). The darkish area represents Hans Georg
Klein's land, which he later bequeathed to the Moravians.
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ought to leave now', Mrs. Doherty interrupted me. 'Couldn't I have
one more photocopy?' I pleaded. She smiled, and complying with my
wish, modestly added, 'my pupils are waiting at our front door.' This
finally sobered me, and having amply thanked her, I left and drove to
a motel near Lancaster.

LOOKING THROUGH THE DOCUMENTS
With all the time I could wish for, I began to study the photocopies
received-in particular entry no. 36 on Anna Marla Baslerin (see figure 14).

The Solution to the Riddle
Interestingly, Otto Krogstrup, here listed as the one burying Anna
Maria, reappeared in entries no. 38 and 39. Of course, I suddenly
realized, as a former Bethlehem citizen I should long have realized that
the Moravians called themselves brethren. In Bethlehem the Sisters'
and Brethren's Houses were still standing, in which once the unmarried
sisters and brethren had lived. Again my interest was thus drawn to Mrs
Basler; the reference to her 'hut', however, remained a mystery. The term
'Htittte' [hut; shack] was also used in other burial records. Going through
them, I noticed that no rules seemed to exist in regard to the contents
of the parish register. It might thus have been sheer helplessness that
caused the brethren to include fragments of experienced moments-an
impression clearly conveyed in the last entries in figures 13 and 14:
Jacob Johnson, des Jacob Johnson sen. altester Sohn 9
u[nd] 1/2 Jahr all, welcher den 6. Nov. [ ... ] 1749 im Jahr
mittags gefallen mit einem Messer in seiner Hand, und hat
sich das Messer ins Herzgefallen, u[nd] das er 1 Minude
darauff gestorben u[nd] den 8. November bey der Jacobi
Kirche zur Erden bestehbiget [?] worden.
(Jacob Johnson, oldest son of Jacob Johnson Sen. 9 a[nd]
1/2 years old, who fell with a knife in his hand on 6th
November[ ...] 1749 of the year at midday, and pushed
the knife into his heart, a[nd] that he died 1 minute
thereafter a[nd] was interred at the Jacobi Church on 8th
November.)
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Figure 16: A plan of St. James Graveyard with Conrad Basler's grave
(third row from the left, second from the middle) and his wife's 'Anna
Maria Baslerin' (fourth row from the left,fourthfrom the middle).
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In the second entry,'Tschonzen' might be taken for the above
'Johnson':
Juliana Margaretha, des Br[ uderl Jacob Tschonzen Ehefrau,
verschied d[en] 9ten Mart[ius] im 42. Jahr ihres Alters,
nachdem sie dags vorher, nehml[ich] de[n] Sten mit einem
Sohnl[ein], das aber eine Stunde darauf seiner Mutter
vorangegangen, gliickl[ich] niedergekommen. Beider
Hutten wurden den Sten dieses auf dem Gottes=Acker bei
der Jacobi Kirche durch Br[ uder] Rund [?] von Lancaster
beerdigt.
(Juliana Margaretha, wife of Br[other] Jacob Tschonzen,
passed away t[he] 9th Mar[tius] in the 42nd year of her age,
after having, the day before, namel[y] t[he] 8th, happily
delivered a son, who, however, preceded his mother an
hour thereafter. Both huts were interred by Br[other] Rund
[?] the 8[th] of this [monthl On the graveyard of the Jacobi
church.)
Neither Boards Nor Nails nor Coffins
Here, like in the enigmatic entry no. 36, 'huts' were mentioned.
Picturing once more the settlers' reality at that time, it dawned on me that
they often lacked the most basic means of living. Where, for example,
should they have procured boards with no sawmills or even saws within
~each? Their dwellings-log cabins-had been built with their own axes.
Coffins were probably made in the same fashion, but from branches rather
than boards. Their dead were thus buried in small 'huts', not unlike those
in which they lived.
The 'two sons and two daughters', referred to in entry no. 36,
)Osed yet another problem. Might one of the sons be the Conrad who
had been born at Dorlikon in April 1731? He would have been seventeen
at the time of his father's death. Anna, according to the age recorded
on their departure, must have been 35 by then. But what happened to
her children? Given the many unanswered questions, it is clear that I
~xplored the Lancaster site only marginally. What little I came to see
ndicated, however, that at this early frontier many more witnesses to
~urope's cultural history and genealogy could be found.
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Count Zinzendorf in Warwick
In addition to the photocopied documents, I had finally also acquireu
a brief history of Lititz. In its opening paragraph I came across Jacob
Huber once more, Anna Maria's legal representative. It read:
The history of Lititz [ ...] begins in 1742, with a visit of
Count Nicholas von Zinzendorf, patron of the renewed
Moravian Church, to the house of Jacob Huber, about
a mile north of the present Borough, where the Count
delivered an address on the evening of December 2, to
some of the neighboring fanners.
[ ... ]
In 1744, Johann Georg] Klein [a neighbor of Huber's,
who came to appreciate Zinzendorf belatedly, but the
more fervently] gave permission for the erection on his
land of the St. James Church, a log building which stood a
short distance west of the road to Lancaster, on a plot now
known as "The Old Graveyard".
[ ...]
It was Zinzendorf's ambition to organize a Church
Settlement, which should be under strict spiritual
supervision, where members of the Moravian Church
might reside, who desired to live and bring up their children
in a religious atmosphere, free from worldly influences.
Several locations were under consideration. But when
Georg Klein offered his entire farm of 491 acres for
this purpose, his offer was accepted and the village was
located in Warwick Township.
[ ... ]

The formal transfer of the property was made in 1755 and
the next year, 1756, the town received its name "'Lititz",
in commemoration of "Lititz" in Bohemia, where, three
hundred years earlier, in 1456, the followers of John
Hus had found refuge, and where, within the next twelve
months they founded the Moravian Church, the oldest of
the Protestant denominations.
[ ... ] On February 9, 17 57, the new town of Lititz was surveyed
and laid out into lots.
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Thus we know now that the initial cause for the excellent map
of Lititz goes back to a very early time. On this map one recognizes
George Klein's legacy as the darkly shaded area, south of Jacob
Huber's land (see figure 15). Also marked is the new 'Konigsstrasse'
[King's Street] to Lancaster (today State Street 501)- selected strip
of land leading as straight south as the compass needle pointed.
'King's Street' was a term originally employed for paths under state
protection. Lititz's old 'King's Street', probably based on former
Indian paths, leads through the tip of land in the lower right corner
marked as 'Das Mi.ihl Land' ('The Mill Land'). The 'Explication' in
the upper right corner of the plan includes details and instructions
concerning the 'Gemein Haus Platz' which the cartographer (today's
'city planner') had added. 26
Figure 17 shows an enlarged part of the plan displayed in figure
15. In the lower left corner one recognizes the 'Jacobi Church'. It was
pulled down in 1771; but, as mentioned before, its graveyard has continued its inconspicuous life up to the present day. Down on the right,
one makes out an area marked with an 'A', which, as the planner expressed himself, was to be selected as 'God's field', that is, graveyard.
It is there that the big Moravian Cemetery came to be established which
my wife and I had visited first.
Clearing Land Along Indian Paths
Lancaster was founded between 1730 and 1742. When the Baslers
got there, no roads had yet been built. There is evidence, however, that
Nestbound immigrants used Old Peter's Road, some sixty miles west of
~hiladelphia. The area along this former Indian path thus came to be a
rontier zone in which, among others, numerous German-speaking groups
,ettled. Twenty years before the Dorlikon people, for example, the Amish
1ad settled along the south side of this main artery; Warwick Township
:ame into existence some six miles west on its north side. At Lancaster,
ounded a little later, new paths were constructed which, like the King's
,treet, led into open country.
26
In this explication one clearly recognizes the beginnings of what later came
;o be Pennsylvania Dutch. While most of the text is written in German, some expressions are English or a mixture of English and German. Examples for English expressions are 'creek', or 'square', while 'lots' are sometimes replaced by 'Lotten' (the
English expression with a German ending).
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Figure 17: Enlarged part of the map displayed in figure 15.
Epprechts!
The 1992 Columbus Day, so replete with excitement, had not yet
ended. I still had the phone number of those Epprecht descendants that
I had received at Lititz. I dialed, and a soft female voice answered with
'Ebright'. She seemed pleasantly surprised as I told her my reason for
calling; and, as I later learnt, she and her relatives had already done
extensive genealogical research, going back to 1750 on the assumption that
the Epprechts had not emigrated from Germany much earlier. I informer
Mrs. Ebright that their ancestors were Swiss, rather than German , mon
precisely, from the Canton of Zurich-from Dorlikon or Affoltem on tht
Albis. 'Well, was there a Jacob?' she wanted to know. 'Yes, there was '
I confirmed. 'Did they come on a ship named Mary ?' she continued.
jumped for joy: 'Yes, how do you know that?'
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Second Harvest
JACOB EPPRECHT-BRIDGEHEAD IN THE UNITED STATES
We both felt that in order to compare our findings we ought to get
together. Unfortunately, Mrs. Ebright's husband was in New York for
two days, but she agreed to meet me the following day, at Lancaster's
Historical Archives. Working there, we discovered that Jacob had
opened an inn. The next day we went over to the Lebanon County
Historical Society Archives, for it was in that area that "Jacob Epprieht
of Bethel Township in the Country of Lancaster" had acquired land for
his inn (at that time the lay-out of the lots looked different from today).
At these archives we also found out that Jacob Eprecht and his wife
Elisabeth's son Jacob, born September 18, had been baptized there. His
godparents were Jacob Eprecht Senior and his wife Catharina. Having
thus recovered the records of three generations of Epprechts-whose
oldest member must have been the 18-year old Rudolf who had traveled
on the Mary-I decided to leave further research to our American
friends.

ONCE MORE AT LITITZ
Before this visit, when driving out to Lebanon, I picked the wrong
way, ending up on highway 272 instead of 501. As I stopped the car to
study my map, a huge man approached. What should I do? Lock the
door? Taking courage, I turned the window down. 'Do you need help?'
he wanted to know and then showed me how to get to Lititz a better
way. He also told me he was quite sure he had German ancestors, but
unfortunately he knew nothing about them. 'Well, what is your name?'
I asked. 'Charles', came his answer. 'Why, it could be French Swiss',
I reasoned. Only when driving on did I realize that, irrespective of
genealogy, any American would have given me his or her first name
instead of a family name.
Unexpected help of the kind just described-together with such
wonderful misunderstandings-have always made me feel at home in
America.
61
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Conrad and Anna Maria Basler 's Graves
How I managed to find Jack- the man at Lititz who opened the
gate to the old graveyard for me-would be another heart-warming story.
Assisted by him, the plan, and the few stones left in the grass, I finally
got to the graves of my ancestors, Conrad and Anna Maria Basler. There I
folded my hands for an instant. If they had known that two hundred years
later someone of their own name and from their old village would come
to visit them ...
Weidmanns as Well
I said a final good-bye to Jean Doherty and thanked her once more for
her help. In the meantime she had found the original plan of the graveyard ,
and so we were able to compare the names in it with those in the other
documents. She showed me entry no. 44 (see figure 11); checking it against
the burial record, we were confirmed that it referred to Heinrich Weidmann 's
wife, while entry no. 29 concerned her little son. Heinrich had been eleven
when, in 1738, he left Dorlikon. At the time of his 22-year old wife's burial
in 1756 he was 29. It is quite likely that the Weidmanns cleared land and
ploughed fields in the same district of Warwick as the Baslers. Two more
pieces of the puzzle had thus come to match.

A REMOTE COUSIN
On the same evening I met Thomas Ebright who had returned from New
York to Lebanon. We looked at each other curiously, and I told him we were
remote cousins-separated, though, by a distance of 300 years. It moved us
all. For the Ebrights I had literally come from another world. Thus I showed
them my book Spurensicherungen and, in it, the village and house of our
common ancestors. The Epprecht family tree delighted them in particular.
I also told them what I knew about the other Dorlikon emigrantsthe Ntisslis, Mtillers, and Weidmanns-and asked them to pay attention
to their names in case of any future visits to archives. 'Are you related to
them, as well?' Thomas Ebright wanted to know. 'Ultimately' , I informed
him, 'everybody is related in these Alemannic villages. Although the
Ntissli family no longer exists in Thalheim, I know that they used to
live opposite the house I was born in. My grandparents on my father's
side were Konrad Basler from Dorlikon and Lisette Muller from Altikon ,
while those on my mother's side were Heinrich Epprecht from Dorlikon
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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and Regula Weidmann from Niederwil, the Weidmanns having moved
from Dorlikon to Niederwil.'
Finally, I showed them the picture of Thalheim's heraldic church
window (see figure 3), since Jacob Epprecht was one of those represented
in it. 'Jogli Ebbrecht', baptized on March 18, 1621, at Affoltem on the
Albis, later moved to Dorlikon.

And Their Sisters?
Genealogy,concemed with our origins, usually concentrates on men.
As the heads of families, they are the ones to get recorded in documents.
But women ought to be included as well, for not only are they genetically
as important as men, but they are the ones to bear and raise children. I
was therefore particularly pleased to find some hints at the family lines of
three of the four Epprecht daughters. 27
To find out more about these- and other- women ancestors, one
would have to work through the piles of material waiting to be processed
at America's local archives and private libraries. To make use of them,
however, one would require knowledge of German and Gothic script,
which unfortunately most American lay-genealogists lack.
SMALL PEOPLE ON THE WORLD'S BIG STAGE
Such new insights into the history of our ancestors had rendered our
vacations of 1992 inspiring and fulfilling. More than ever I was impressed
and touched by the destinies of the Dorlikon emigrants-representatives
of the "Dutch people" most of whom had sunk into oblivion. According to
Leo Schelbert, between 1707 and 1756 the number of Swiss Anabaptists
in Pennsylvania came close to four thousand. 28 Some of them left the
Native Americans in peace; others worked as missionaries among them,
27
At the time of the Epprechts' voyage Verena (baptized on October 26,
· 738 , at Dorlikon) was the youngest in the family. Could she be the Verena Ebrecht
1/ho married John Adam from Germantown on January I, 1761?
Margret (baptized on February 11, 1731, at Dorlikon) might have married
Christopher Loeb, baptized and confirmed as a Protestant.
Elisabeth (baptized August 14 , 1735, at Dorlikon) might be the one who married Joseph Franklin on November 20, 1777 .
28
Leo Schelbert, "Schweizer Auswanderung in das Gebiet der Vereinigten
Staaten von Nordamerika", in Paul Hugger, ed. Handbuch der schweizerischen Volkskultur (Zurich, 1992), 1170 .
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like the Moravians. They failed to see that, ultimately, they destroyed the
indigenous culture. Just as little, however, did they recognize their positive
contribution to history. These frontier people cleared land and ploughed
one of the earth's richest soils, and they managed to tum Lancaster into the
largest town within the British colonies. In spite of this, they participated in
the Revolutionary War as enthusiastic rebels against the King ofEnglandto an effect of world-historical scale.
My project had started with the casual question about the Dorlikon
emigrants; it concluded, at least provisionally in my deep respect for the
co-founders of the United States, for the Pennsylvania Dutch, as well as
for the people arriving at a later stage. Among the latter were heroines
like Julia, pioneers like the Epprechts, or widows like Anna Maria Basler.
All of them brought some of Switzerland's traditions and culture to the
new country, thus enriching it in their own way.
Ultimately, my project had led me to see that to trace these people's
origins is not only to recognize where we came from -it is just as much
to surmise where we are heading.
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Second Harvest: The State of
Research 2007-An Update
The author of this personal report did not stop research on his
native Dorlikon with the present volume, reedited unchanged. Questions
of local conditions and family relationships, economic limitations in the
17 th and everyday life in the 18 th century filled three more volumes (see
the concluding essay by Leo Schelbert). Additional light was shed on
the causes for emigration, and a second research trip to the USA in 1996
yielded many a missing puzzle stone towards the picture of the Dorlikon
emigrants. These new facts have been assembled here under the headings
of the emigrant families. Reference is made to the Dorlikon volumes from
which the new facts have been taken, in particular to the genealogical
appendix of Vol. IV, volume/page.

GUTIGHAUSER BASLER
A Hans Konrad Basler in Dorlikon got killed by the pestilence of
1636. His wife, Verena Meister of Benken , took her ten-year old son to
Gi.itighausen, where she married Melchior Fehr. That way, her boy Hans
Basler became the forefather of the Gi.itighausen branch of the Basler
family, and eventually of some Baslers in Pennsylvania (see genealogical
chart). V/83
On April 25, 1718 Hans Basler 's son Adam asked the vicar in Dorlikon
for the certificates of baptism for his children and told him that they had left
Gi.itighausen in about 1700 for the Palatinate. He also asked to inscribe the
baptism of his last three children into the Register of Baptism.
We owe the following information on the Gi.itighauser emigrants to
Pennsylvania to the research of James Duffin:
Adam's son Hans Ulrich took communion in Hilsbach / Kraichgau
lt Easter 1713 when he was 17. In 1732 he sailed, together with his wife
Maria Margaretha, his son Joseph and his younger brother Friedrich to
Pennsylvania where he had three more children (see genealogical chart).
Both Hans Ulrich and his wife were buried in "the Lower Burial Ground
f Germantown" (Hoods Cemetery).
65
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Friedrich and his wife Veronika, who died 12 years after him, are
both buried in York, York County, Pennsylvania. Their wills make no
mention of any children.
Adam's younger brother Heinrich had in turn a son called
Heinrich, born in 1700. This Heinrich Basler got his certificate of
baptism at 17 to grant him an apprenticeship as a weaver in the
Palatinate. There he got married on January 12, 1723 to the twicewidowed Anna Barbara Bohler. He reached Philadelphia at 32, and
his further circumstances as the godfather of a Dorliker Basler are
described in that branch below.
On our second research trip to the USA in 1996 the helpful assistant
of the Moravian Archives in Lititz recommended a visit to Daniel B .
Graybill. He turned out to be a Krahenbuhl with a Basler grandmother
(hence the B.). From him we learned that "John B. Basler's brother
fought at Gettysburg". He also explained the way to the Basler cemetery
in Manheim Township. There we found a gravestone inscribed:
Johan Bassler, 1733-1812, hat auf ein Alter gebracht 79
Years, 10 Month 3 Wochen [had reached an age of 79
years, 10 months, 3 weeks].
So much for the state of research on the Basler of Glitighausen in
1997. IV/Annex 2, p. III, IV

DORLIKER BASLER
Hans Konrad Basler
This emigrant was the son of matrimonial guardian Konrad
Basler-Schleuis, the mason. His father already had to share the
inherited property in the upper village with four brothers and a sister;
the emigrant in turn had three brothers and four sisters (IV /134).
So things started to get crowded on the Masons' farm. Rudolf, the
youngest, tried his luck on a vineyard hold in Schaffhausen; Felix,
the oldest, managed the farm in the upper village, a fief held over
many generations. As to Konrad, the emigrant, he helped his father on
the hospital farm. After the general bankruptcy of 1725 they were all
penniless. They must also have fallen out with each other, as an entry
in the Book of Orphans for 1734 tells us:
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/14
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As to the quarrel between Conrad Basler the old and his
son, also named Conrad, as well as his son-in-law Conrad
Frey, it has been decided that the son shall give his father
the purse he is demanding.
Regarding the 20 fl[orins] which the father claims from
his son: since the son says he got a bible towards it and 3
fl. cash, but on the other hand the father claims the bible,
too, quoting a letter of sale, [it has been decided] that the
son shall give his father the admitted 2 fl. and concerning
the bible he should include it in the letter of sale. The sonin-law shall give the old [man] back his rapier in order to
end the quarreling among them.
Since it has been known afterwards that the bible isn't the
son's, he shall also give his father 5 fl. for it, i.e. to pay 7
fl. in all.
(State Archive of Zurich BVII 2.10: 14.5.1734)
VI/167, 168
Four years later, Konrad Basler and his wife Anna Baumer took
cheir seven-year old son by the hand and set out on the great journey.
The godparents of the daughter the Baslers had baptized in Lancaster on
December 23, 1744 were Heinrich Basler and his wife. Now this Heinrich
turned up more often than others we searched for. He was a co-founder of
the First Reformed Congregation at Lancaster, Pennsylvania in 1736 and
also one of the first two Elders. His marriage to Anna Bohler remained
without offspring. After she died, he married a widow called Mary and
eventually moved to Philadelphia where he managed a tavern. IV/135
When Heinrich died on July 9, 1762, the Lutheran minister
Henry Melchior Muhlenberg had to take over his burial at the German
Reformed Church, whose vicar Steiner from Winterthur had suddenly
died. Fortunately, Muhlenberg used to record his doings, and so we read
the following note in his diary:
Um 3 Uhr p.M. wurde [ich] abgeholet zu Henrich Baselers
leiche. Er war 1700 den 8 Jenner im Zuricher Gebiethe
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in der Schweitz gebohren, etwa 30 Jahre hier im Lande
gewesen, und am 9 July Morgens um halb 2 Uhr gestorben.
Herr Handschuh hatte ihn etliche mahl besuchet, und
kein Zeichen der Busse und Zukehr zu Christo an Jihm
bemercket. Es war ein grosses Gefolge, und giengen mit
der Leiche in die reform. Kirche. a) sungen, Was Gott
thut, das ist wohl gethan. b) Ich predigte tiber...
[At 3 p.m. I was fetched to the body of Henrich Baseler.
He was born on January 8, 1700 in Zurich territory in
Switzerland, had lived here in the country for about 30
years and died on July 9 at half past one in the morning.
Mr Handschuh [Mtihlenberg's substitute] had visited him
several times and noticed no sign of penitence or turning
towards Christ. A great cortege accompanied the body
into the Reformed Church. a) [we] sang, Whatever God
does is well done. b) I preached about ... ] IV /135
With this fragment in place, our puzzle was complete: The Heinrich
Basler established as linen weaver in Lancaster was the son of Heinrich
Basler and Magdalena Gisler in Gtitighausen (see genealogical annex).
In his will the un-repenting emigrant left one third of his impressive
estate of lb 1'600 to his two stepdaughters and two thirds to a Daniel
and Elisabeth Basler. However, they were to get their part only after lb
100 had been diverted towards the reformed schoolhouse in Philadelphia.
Well, who are these Daniel and Elisabeth Basler?? Heinrich made no
mention of any degree of relation in his will. But he historian James
Duffin in Philadelphia discovered the following entry in the matrimonial
records of Sinsheim in the Palatinate, Germany:
On January 15, 1726: Conrad Basler, Heinrich Basler's,
citizen of Gudighausen in Zurich territory, legitimate son
[married] to Anna Maria, Johannis Korber's, citizen of
Birck, legitimate daughter. IV /136
We assume that this Konrad Basler mentioned in Sinsheim wai
Heinrich's elder brother. He was baptized in Dorlikon on January 20,
1697 as Hans Konrad. The indications on his wife's age and the number
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of children support the assumption that he must be the Konrad Basler
who followed his brother to Pennsylvania around 1743. A second Konrad
Basler then - besides the one who emigrated from Dorlikon together with
Hans Niissli and Christoph Weidmann in 1738? Daniel and Elisabeth
might well have been his children, born in the New World, where the
childless Heinrich Basler may have taken special care of them and in
his will bestowed on them two thirds of his estate. Whatever the truth
- originally they all came from the parish of Dorlikon.
A last entry on Konrad Basler in the above mentioned Book of
Orphans nicely concludes the story of Konrad and Heinrich Basler. It is
an entry from the beginning of the 1750s:
Conrad Basler, Conrad's son from Dorlikon, who departed
about 14 years ago to Carolina, inherited in the year 17 50
from his cousin Ulrich Baumer in Altikon: fl 40 and from
Jakob Baumer in the same place fl 157. (State Archive
Zurich BVII 2.25)
From this, his wife's origins can be precisely located in Altikon.
Whether she ever saw any of this money, we do not know; Anna BaslerBaumerdied in 1755,eightyears after her husband Konrad. But although in
Dorlikon the emigrants were always referred to "whereabouts unknown",
the same entry in the Book of Orphans notes the (bookkeeper) captain
Friedrich's expense: "fl 2 postage, for two letters arrived from Carolina".
f only these letters could be found! They might have been written by
~einrich Basler from Giitighausen, the godfather of Conrad and Anna
asler-Baumer's little daughter in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. VI/168
UDOLF EPPRECHT
The Rudolf mentioned in the family history, born 1671, could not be
1e one who emigrated in 1743. He was registered in 1697 as a servant on
1e Burghof in Neunform's population register. And a year later he was
lotted some arable land in a public auction of Hans Basler's lands for
.1ly 20 shillings. In 1704 a piece of land was marked down in Singer's
mkruptcy, bordering on "the late Rudolf Epprecht's heirs"! So the old
udolf must have married and had some offspring; however, by 1704 he
td passed on.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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The Book of Orphans mentions even earlier, on January 10, 1700:
Between Urech Frey Lang, on behalf of his daughter-in-law
from Dorlikon, on one side and Jakob Epprecht from the
same place on the other side, concerning [the question] to
whom the goods left here by the late Rudolf Epprecht shall be
handed over... Decided and approved: Since Jakob Epprecht
is next of kin he should be next in heritage, so that the little
farm should justly be left to him first. All the same, in this
case, it being a matter of the late Rudolf Epprecht's little and
dependent son, to make sure that the selfsame should be
cared for and fed with love, but in no way neglected and held
in low esteem (State Archive Zurich BVII 2.22). VI/78
Thus, Jakob Epprecht as next of kin was allowed to chose whether
he temporarily wanted to work his late brother's little farm and pay
interest for it, as well as fl 18 a year for the son's board, or whether he
would rather hand over farm and child in his mother's new marriage for
good care. Jakob Epprecht opted for the latter; the little Rudolfs mother's
name is as yet not quite clear.
A later entry in the Book of Orphans, on September 9, 1701, reads
as follows:
Urech Frey, Lang, in Dorlikon has sold the late Rudi
Epprecht's half-cottage to Adam Epprecht for fl 120.
Adam Epprecht promises his brother Heinrich Epprecht to
let him live in the whole house for 3 years without paying
the fl 30 rent, in case he would be reassigned the little farm
in Glitighausen. Jakob Epprecht, the late Rudi's brother,
approves of this sale, too.
We can understand the condition: If Adam Epprecht was reassigned
the farm in Gtitighausen, he would have no need for the "late Rudi
Epprecht's half-cottage" ...
On February 20, 1706 the Book of Orphans continues the matter:
Between the above mentioned Ulrich Frey, Lang, on one
side and Jakob Epprecht on behalf of the late Epprecht's
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son, all from Dorlikon, on the other side-concerning
those parts and fields that belong to the said late Rudi
Epprecht's son and have been lent to the said Ulrich Frey:
Since the above mentioned Jakob Epprecht holds the view
that Ulrich Frey should pay some rent beyond the boy's
debt for room and board.
It has been decided that Ulrich Frey, Lang, should possess
the little farm for 3 more years to the extent and in the way
he received it, including the boy, whom he should provide
with food and drink. The 3 years over, in case he wants to
continue to work the little farm , he shall thus pay 5 florins
rent shilling to the boy. VI/79
It appears that little Rudi was born in 1699 after all , as children had
to be 10 years old to earn a salary, which means their work should be
worth more than the cost of their upkeep. In this case , his mother would
be Verena Schaub, now Conrad Frey, Lang's wife. In the Population List
of 1707 there is in fact a pensioner Rudolf mentioned as the oldest among
her children, but as an 18 year old. A slip of the Vicar? Yes, I find so;
Verena Schaub was his mother and had provided him with the sort of
education that sent him off to Germantown near Philadelphia. Two pages
further in this Population List another 10 year old worked as a maid for
Heinrich Ammann and Elisabeth Geuggis in the outer part of the village:
Anna Geuggis, probably another orphan, from Eschenz, parish of Burg,
now educated by her aunt in Dorlikon. VI/80
Our emigrant, the younger Rudolf, was described as 44 when he
left; his wife Anna Geuggis was 46. They got married in Dorlikon on
March 25, 1721 and are mentioned repeatedly in the parish book and in
the land register. In the records of justice we come across the names of
Rudolf Epprecht and his wife Anna Geuggis only once. In June 1739 they
fell out with the head of the village on the occasion of a road inspection,
together with a few others:
Ulrich Frey, Lang, however, who also let himself be led
into taking a grip on Schleuss' hair, has been sentenced
to a fine of lb 3 ... Rudi Epprecht and his wife, since he,
the husband, physically attacked Rudi Schleuss, the juror,
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whereas the wife did so with words the same morning at
the common work, [are condemned] to lb 5 fine and lb 1
sh 3 court fee, or alternatively pay it off in prison. VI/167
Considering the economic situation of Dorlikon at the time, it is
easy to understand why the two half and full orphans were venturing
into a hazardous emigration to seek greater opportunities for their six
children. The Dorlikers who had already settled in Germantown, the oil
miller Hans Ntissli and the carpenter Christoph Weidmann , probably
helped the Epprechts to get rooted there.
We know how Rudolf and Anna stuck together later, too , until their
death on the same day in Germantown. For the biggest surprise on our
second research trip to the United States in 1996 was due to the historian
James Duffin: He drew our attention to an entry in a parish book:
1765 den 3 Jenner ist der alte Schweitzer Rudy und sein
weib beyeinander in ein Grab begraben worden.
[In 1765, January 3, the old Swiss Rudy and his wife were
buried together in one grave.] IV /137
Of the six Epprecht children, who experienced the dramatic crossing
on the Mary in 1743, we know the dates as indicated in the genealogical
annex. The Dorliker emigrants Rudolf Epprecht and Anna Geuggis had at
least 22 grandchildren baptised in Pennsylvenia. Jacob left traces in fov
children. Rudolph took a lease on a farm and had seven children. Anna, wr
called herself Anna Maria in the new country, married the farmer and cobbk
Johannes Engel. He probably came from one of the first German families
settling in Germantown. They had seven children. Margaretha's four children
carried the family name of Steel. Elisabeth's destiny is as yet unknown.
Verena died at 33, probably childless. She was married to Johannes Adam
Hogermood, whose family bible shows the following moving entry:
Anno 1771 Julius 8 ist mir, Johannes Adam, Meine Frau
Veronica in ihrem Erloser sanft und seelig Entschlaffen
und ihr Leben Zeit nicht hoher gebracht Als 33 Jahr
8 Monat und 8 Tag. Der Herr verleye ihr eine froliche
Auferstehung und uns zu seiner Zeit ein Seeligs End.
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[In the year 1771, July 8, I, Johannes Adam, was bereft
of my wife Veronica. She deceased softly and blissfully
in her Lord and could not extend her lifespan any further
than 33 years, 8 months and 8 days. May the Lord grant
her a merry resurrection and to us in our time a blessed
end.] IV /138
The grandchildren of those Epprechts who had grown up with
)orlikon memories, belonged to the generations who helped form an
America independent of England, like the Woods and Randolphs. One of
the highlights in my genealogical research was the discovery of a family
history published in 1870: Julianna R. Wood, Family Sketches. There the
author writes about the origins of her mother the following:
She was the daughter of Henry Steel, a native of Germany
and of his wife Anna Margret, born February 22, 1731.
Anna Margret was the daughter of Rudolph and Anna
Ebright, natives of the Canton of Zurich, Switzerland,
but removed to Bern, where they had a large family and
thence, about 1740, to America. And being robbed almost
as they set feet upon its shores -on the wharf, I think-of
the moderate means with which they hoped to purchase a
farm, they settled near Germantown, where he came to be
known and familiarly spoken of as <Honest Rudolph>.
IV/139
The birth date, for the author already 140 years past, is precise,
allowing for the 11 days difference between old and new calendar. As to
the crossing, we know better: The Epprechts had left the English channel
aboard the Mary on August 31, 1743 and reached Philadelphia on
September 30. But then they were ship-bound for ten more days, as the
Mary had got stranded and stuck in the mud. At high tide an Eastern wind
had driven them towards the riverbank below Newcastle, some 30 miles
from the destination of their voyage, where the Delaware River is 3 miles
wide. Captain Stephensohn had to abandon the unsecured ship-they had
no dinghy to put the ship to anchor-and seek help in Philadelphia to get
the boat afloat again. Neither were they robbed, as Julianna renders her
~randmother's memories. The Epprecht family had simply used up their
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savings on their journey from Dorlikon to the sea and the crossing from
the Netherlands to London. Eight mouths had to be fed for 80 days from
home to the port of departure. It seems, however, that Rudolf clung to his
original destination "Carolinia" for some time, as the Mary was due to
reach this destination, too.
Was the delay forbidding this, their seasickness, the lack of funds?
Or was it a kind destiny that let them put up their tent in the once noble
Germantown? John Reynell, the agent of the Mary's owner, had to unload
the ship and send her back to England loaded with welding iron, pitch
and tar. He also had to place the Epprecht children with some merchants
for "indentured service", as this temporary slavery (2 to 5 years) was
called. First he placed the 13 year old Anna for the price of lb 12; then
Jacob for lb 17, Margaretha for lb 12, Rudolf for 16 and finally the 7 year
old Elisabeth for lb 7. The 5-year old Vreneli was allowed to stay with her
parents.
According to Anna Julianna Steel, her tall but now frail grandmother
Margretha Epprecht had reached the age of 94 (actually 92 and 4 months,
to be precise). She had owned a house in Philadelphia with a large garden,
well planted to please the eye, yet open to the children to run around in.
The Margaretha Epprecht, who had emigrated at 12, used to be relieved
of her widowhood by widowers. Her daughter Anna Julianna married
Edward Randolph, and the children of this Quaker family became leading
personalities in Pennsylvania. IV /139
As to her great grandparents, Rudolph Epprecht and Anna Geuggis,
Mrs. Steel comments on their marriage moulded by fate:
They were remarkable for the strong affection they bore each to
the other, often it is said, praying that they might not be divided
in death. If so, their prayers were abundantly answered, as they
died on the same day, at the ages of seventy-four and seventythree years, and were buried in the same grave [7 years to be
taken off their age, to be precise] . IV/ 140
CHRISTOPH WEIDMANN

The Weidmanns are the most difficult Dorlikon family to investigate. With them remarrying was more common than with other families.
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Moreover, they moved around a lot, e.g. to a fief of vineyards in Schaffhausen, or they were on tour as craftsmen, which brought them as far as
Basel. One of them, the carpenter Christoph Weidmann, even tried his
luck in Carolina. However, his journey of 1738 led him to Germantown
near Philadelphia. V/86
Seven of his ten children had died before their departure. His
son Hans Caspar Weidmann, who was only six months old when they
emigrated, did not survive the voyage. But the brave Elisabeth Schmid
gave birth to two more sons in the new world. The youngest, Johannes,
had in tum two boys who passed on the family name into the 13 United
States of 1776.
Christoph Weidmann, too, made his contribution to the Reformed
parish: He was one of the four Elders of that church when they managed
to win Johann Conrad Steiner from Winterthur as their minister. IV/137

HANS ULRICH MULLER
On the little farm of Adam and Anna Millier-Frei with their seven
children there also lived Adam's brother Jakob. They both went bankrupt
in 1719. A third brother, Hans Ulrich Mtiller-Ntissli lived under the same
roof with his six boys. No wonder his oldest son, also Hans Ulrich, wanted
to emigrate to the place one had in mind at the time when "Schlaraffenland"
[the land of milk and honey] was mentioned- to "Carolinia". His venture
began the same summer of 1743, though four weeks later, in which the
neighbouring family Rudolph Epprecht-Geuggis set out for Carolinaand met with the most incredible adventures. IV/134; V/71
In Muller's case we found mere hints at his departure from Dorlikon,
which happened rather abruptly. Although he was able to sell his property,
he left his younger brothers many problems to solve; above all to Heinrich
(who was buried in 1773 under the nickname "club") and to Konrad, who
continued the oil mill. And when in the general excitement too much
wine was drunk, feelings in such a dramatic farewell could erupt, as the
records of justice tell us:
Rudi Nlissli makes a complaint to the extent that he had
been at the wine sale, too, when the Muller's brother
Hans Ulrich recently sold his property. The women had
ordered him to stop the drinking when he found they had
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had enough. As he did so, the mother first took on him
and attacked him when he went outside. After that both
the Mtillers followed him into the kitchen, threw him to
the ground, hit him with a pan; after that they attacked
him again out in the street, pulled him into the mud and
jumped on him with their feet so that he had to see the
doctor and still needed him. All the Mtillers admit beating
him for having insulted their mother. Ntissli said , yes, he
had scolded her, since she reproached him for having taken
feathers out of the oil miller's duvet that the mother soJ
but this was not true and that was why he scolded her.
Witnesses confirmed Ntissli's version of the story:
Yes, the old woman had sat herself on Ntissli out in the
street; also Heinrich and Conrad had jumped on his head
so that, if they had not missed him, they would have killed
him, as they had been wild as animals.
On May 8, 1744 Heinrich Mtiller was admonished again because c
his irate character. VI/ 168 , 169
Hans Ulrich Mtiller and Verena Bolsterli with their three childre1.
were not on the "Mary's" passenger list. But we know they departed in
1743 because of Reverend Caspar Ulrich's list of emigrants for his parish
of Altikon, which extended to Dorlikon. Just for Dorlikon the Reverend
noted 29 emigrants between 1738 and 1743; he added that from the
neighbouring little parish of Dagerlen there had been 61 in the same
period. However we never found any traces , whether in South Carolina
or in Pennsylvania, of these Dorliker Mtillers or Dagerler emigrants. We
can only hope they arrived in New York; there they simply don't know,
having no ship lists for that time. Otherwise we would have to fear the
worst-as it wasn't rare for sailing ships to be sunk by a bigger than usual
breaker. Vl/167

ALLOW ME THREE FINAL REMARKS:

- If the emigrants were not in themselves signs of a new age, their
departure illustrates to all purposes the hope of the age for a better life.
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The familiar home country was getting too crowded.
- Working on the genealogical tables (see Annex), I noticed how often
these ancestors held office. We can find them in notable positions more
frequently than statistics would allow. To mention only a few: the
honorable office of juror or the matrimonial guardian, the function of
tithe collector, school teacher or head farmer on the great manor, not to
forget the venturing out of bold emigrants into an uncertain future. Would
that be a hint of positive selection? Could the most promising succeed in
those very limiting village structures?
- Who are my ancestors? This question is bound to be asked by many
of the citizens of Thalheim bearing one of the names dealt with in this
chronicle. Considering that we all have four grandparents, we bear
one eighth of the genes of each great grandparent and so on. The 10th
generation appearing in this period towards the end of the 17 th century
therefore counts 512 ancestors (and 1024 for the 11th generation).
Therefore we may safely assume that people with a Dorlikon
~itizenship are related to many of the fathers and mothers mentioned in
.his chronicle.
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Appendix
Vol. IV, Dorlikon, pp. II-XX

GENEALOGICAL CHARTS

In order to unburden the text from genealogical dates and
explanations, they have been collected in this appendix. Some families
as well as some single persons have been listed, those who emigrated are
underlined, and the following signs have been used:

* =born;
~ = christened;
oo = married;
+=died or buried; followed by a date.
However, as many children died at an early age and were not
registered in the parish books of the deceased in the 17 th century, we mark
+ only to indicate that a child died shortly after birth or at an early age.
Where no place is noted after an exact date, it is Dorlikon.
BASLER AT GUTIGHAUSEN
Hans Basler in Glitighausen , ~ 10.28.1632 (Dorlikon), + 4.26.1670 in

Gtitighausen
oo 6.2.1657 Magdalena Fehr from Glitighausen , * 1636
Hans Konrad,~ 2.4.1658, + 8.26.1660
Adam , ~ 4.4.1659
Melchior, ~ 3.27.1662
Verena,~ 12.13.1663
Heinrich , ~ 8.27.1665
Anna,~ 9.8.1667
Barbara,~ 2.20.1670, + 10.1.1673
Adam Basler,~ 4.4.1659, + Reihen (Kraichgau) 9.6.1726 ,

herdsman
oobeginning of 1688 Ursula Fehr from Glitighausen, ~ 4.14.1667 , +
Reihen 9.2.1726
78
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Jakob, ~ 3.17.1689, got his certificate of baptism on 6.21.1709
Barbara,~ 6.28.1691
Anna,~ 4.3.1693
Elisabeth,~ end of 1694, + at 23 in Reihen
Hans Ulrich,~ beginning of 1696, + 7.18.1776
Germantown, Pa. USA
Angela,~ 1697
Friedrich,* about 1705, + 1768 York, Pa. USA

Hans Ulrich,~ beginning of 1696, + 7.18.1776 Germantown, Pa. USA
oo ? Maria Margaretha, + 9 .12 .177 5
foseph,?
Margaretha * 1728 in Hilsbach
Susanna* 1735 in Germantown, oo Johann Jtirg Krausskopf, +
1757 Philadelphia
Elisabeth oo Hartmann Lauer (+ 6 .28 .17 66)
Maria Dorothea oo 6.14.1775 Georg Jakob Kehl
Elisabeth Lauer-Basler had a son, Johann Peter on 2.23.1767, who in
:um had a son of the same name.
Melchior Basler from Gtitighausen, ~ 3.27.1662
oo before 1692 Ursula Oehninger
As early as 1692 he was registered "absent abroad". No children of
theirs are mentioned in the Dorlikon Book of Baptism.

Heinrich Basler ~ 8.27.1665 herdsman in Gtitighausen
oo Magdalena Gisler, about 1665
Magdalena, ~ 9.29.1695
Hans Konrad, ~ 1.20.1697, in Muhlbach 1713; oo Sinsheim
1.15 .1726 Anna Maria Korber
Heinrich,~ 1.8.1700, + Philadelphia, 7.9.1762
Barbara,~ 3.26.1702
Anna,~ 8.24.1704
Hans,~ 9.5.1706
Verena,~ 11.4.1708
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EPPRECHTS, EMIGRATED IN 1743

The known data about the emigrant familiy up to the day of their
departure 6.12.1743 are as follows:
Rudolf Epprecht, * about 1699 in Dorlikon, + 1.3.1765 in
Germantown Pa USA
oo 3.25.1721 Anna Geuggis, probably from Eschenz, * about 1697,
+ 1.3.1765
Jakob,~ 3.22.1722
Rudolf,~ 8.26.1725
Anna, ~ 1.30.1729
Margaretha,~ 2.11.1731
Elisabeth,~ 8.14.1735
Verena,~ 10.26.1738

As to their 6 children - all living in Philadelphia, Germantown or
thereabouts-James Duffin was able to find the following dates:
Jakob Epprecht, ~ 3.22.1722, + (?)
oo I Elizabeth ... .
oo II Hannah ... .
Anna,* March 1752, + May 1773
Elizabeth,* 1755
Elizabeth Anna,* 1759
Jacob,* 1.30.1774
Rudolf Epprecht, ~ 8.26.1725, + (?)
oo Apollonia ...
John, oo Christiana NN; son: Rudolph Ebright,* 8.12.1792
Jacob, oo Margareth NN; one child: Elizabeth Ebright,* 2.4.1792
Margreth, * about 1756, oo 11.16.1779 Michael Baumann
Christine,* about 1760, 00 1.1.1793 George Fimble
John Henry,* 4.4.1763, 00 2.5.1792 Veronica Fimbal
Sarah, oo 8.31.1784 Zacharias Lang
Maria, * 5.7.1765
possibly another daughter
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John Henry Ebright and Veronica Fimbal had the following children:
Samuel,* 4.29.1794
Catharina,* 3.2.1798
Julianna, * 1.26.1800
Rudolph,* 3.24.1802
Sarah,* 3.6.1804

Anna Maria Epprecht, ~ 1.30.1729, + August 1772
00 Johannes Engel,* about 1721, + 7.27.1795
Maria Engel,* 12.15.1757
Margreth Engel,* 8.21.1759
John Engel,* 2.28.1761
Henry Engel, * 3 .24 .17 63
Silas Engel,* 4.12.1765 ?
Joseph Engel,* 9.23.1765 ?
Susanna Engel, * 12.14.1768, + 3.5.1789

Anna Margaretha Epprecht, ~ 2.11.1731, + 8.20.1823
oo I Johann Heinrich Steitz (engl. Henry Steel),* about 1727, + 1770
John Steel, oo Elizabeth Fritz
Heinrich Steel, early death
Julianna, * 5.14.1761, oo -Edward Randolph
Anna Margretha, oo I Jacob Whitmann; oo II Daniel Miller;
no offspring known
John Steel and Elizabeth Fritz had the following children:
Catharina,* 2.1.1784, oo John Melcher
Margretha, * 5.30.1785, oo Henry Leichel
Elizabeth, * 11.16.1786, oo John Stout
Anna Julianna, * 8.23.1789, oo George Stout
Julianna Steel and Edward Randolph had the following children:
Georg F., * 8.27.1782
Edward,* 8.20.1784
Elizabeth,* 6.24.1786
William G., * 9.6.1788
Richard,* 1.24.1791
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Josiah,* 3.30.1793
Julianna, * 11.25.1795, oo NN. Wood
Jacob, * 11.25.1798
Mary, * 11.20.1800
Charles,* 1.13.1803
Rachel, * 11.6.1804
The twins Henry and Richard lived only 10 days.
Julianna R. Wood-Steel was the author of Family Sketches, mentioned
in the Update.
Elisabeth Epprecht, ~ 8.14.1735; fate unknown
Verena Epprecht, ~ 10.26.1738, + 7.8.1771
oo 1.1.1761 John Adam Hogermood, * 11.15.1728, + 2.9.1776
THE WEIDMANNS
The family came to Dorlikon from Lufingen in 1661 and suffered
many early deaths. One Weidmann suffered bankruptcy and emigrated
to Schaffhausen as a vintner. His grandson returned to Dorlikon to farm
again:
Christoph Weidmann,~ Schaffhausen 2.5.1699, +? Germantown, Pa. USA
oo ... Elisabeth Schmid
Hans Kaspar,~ 7.9.1722, + before 1738
Elisabeth, ~ 1.30.1724, + 3.10.1731
Maria,~ 12.23.1725, + 2.15.1726
Heinrich,~ 9.14.1727, +? Germantown
Ulrich,~ 6.30.1732
Hans Jakob,~ 10.24.1734, + 8.13.1736
Rudolf,~ ... + 5.10.1737
Sohnchen, + 10.23.1735
Barbara,~ 10.7.1736, + 5.10.1737
Hans Kaspar,~ 3.9.1738, +
Two more sons were born in the
new world; the youngest, Johannes,
also had two boys.
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This genealogical apendix has been revised by Hans Ulrich Pfister
1 a commendable effort that merits great thanks.
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Postscript
KONRAD BASLER'S DORLIKON SAGA.
A Review in Appreciation
Leo Schelbert

THE BOOKS
I.

Thalheim an der Thur. Aus der Geschichte einer Gemeinde im Zurcher
Weinland. With Reinhard Nageli. Herausgegeben von der Gemeinde
Thalheim an derThur, 1978. Andelfingen: Buchdruckerei Frey, 1978.
«The Marthaler historan Reinhard Nageli taught history at the
Cantonal School [College] of Winterthur. For Konrad Basler he
unlocked the past of Thalheim. One could read about the many
things our ancestors experienced, he claimed. One had only to study
the documents preserved in the State Archive of Canton Zurich.»*

II.

Spurensicherung in der Zurcher Weinlandgemeinde Thalheim. Ein
personlich gefiirbter Bericht. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in Kommission),
1991.
«At least the documents and traditions unique to the village were
to be saved! The unifying of land holdings buried the centuries-old
names of land parcels. The customs, too, were in danger of being
forgotten. Preserve the traces of our forebears.»

III. Dorliker Auswanderer. Schweizer Siedlungspioniere und Kulturbringer in den USA. Ein Erlebnisbericht. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in
Kommission), 1993.
The Dorlikon Emigrants. Swiss Settlers and Cultural Founders in
the United States. A Personal Report. New York: Peter Lang, 1996.
«Two and a half centuries ago some two dozens of Dorlikon 's
people went across the sea. How did they fare? . . . Did they reach
'Carolinien'?-Their graves can still be found, but in Pennsylvania!»
84
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Dorlikon an der Grenze des Wachstums. Zur Kulturgeschichte einer
Zurcher Dorfschaft im 17. Jahrhundert. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in
Kommission), 1998.
«Who was living where, one could find out. 'I am with all 'per Du',
the chronicler would teasingly remark. Outbreaks of the pest quickly
decimated the people, but the pressure on shrinking space increased
nevertheless. And poverty. How did they cope?»

V.

Verwandtschaften in friiheren Jahrhunderten. Studien zu Dorliker
Geschlechtern. Stafa: Ztirichsee Druckereien, 2004.
«The web of relationships was far more complex as we twins Konrad
and Ernst [Basler] could have imagined. About each of the ancestral
paths much has come to the fore. To explore them was a fascinating
task.»

VI. Dorfleben im 18. Jahrhundert. Erforscht an der Weinliinder
Gemeinde Thalheim an der Thur. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag, 2007.
«We were curious how it could be possible that all sixty farm families
could go bankrupt between 1723 and 1727, how they experienced it
and how, if at all, they could escape the impoverishment.»
VII. Von der Alten Herrschaft zur Demokratie. Aus Dorlikon wird
Thalheim a. d. Thur. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag, 2009.
«Volume VII deals with the loss of urban dominance over rural
regions and with the achievement of juridical and political equality
of all citizens of Canton Zurich. That powerful radical change, in
intellectual history seen as part of the Enlightenment, did not happen
without war and crisis.»**

*Comments for each title by K. Basler, given on the unnumbered last two
pages of Volume VII.
** Introductory comment in Vol. VII , p. 5.
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THE AUTHOR
Konrad Basler, the son of a farmer and a civil engineer, now retired ,
was born in Thalheim an der Thur in 1929. After his schooling and an
apprenticeship as a carpenter he studied at the Technikum in Winterthur
and at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule in Zurich. In 1955 he
married Ursula Zimmermann of Zurich, and three children were born to
the union. Konrad Basler then enrolled at Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, where he received his Ph.D. in 1959. In 1966 he joined the
Research Office Basler & Hofmann of Zurich as senior partner. From
1962 to 1966 he served as Gemeinderat, that is as village councilor, in
the executive of the commune Egg, from 1977 to 1991 he was a National
Councilor of the Swiss Federal Parliament where he was especially
concerned with matters relating to energy, finance , and environmental
issues. His urbanity, commitment to values , and his marked sense of
responsibility gained him respect and influence beyond party lines.
By avocation Dr. Basler is also a student of history, folklore and
genealogy, who has centered his research on the people of Dorlikon/
Thalheim where he spent his youth with his twin brother Ernst. Having
lost his father at an early age, he became all the more interested in
knowing about his ancestral bonds. Besides the volumes listed above that
reflect that orientation, he published other titles such as the engineering
work relating to the use of steel, titled Kommentar zur Norm SIA 161
Stahlbauten. Zurich: Schweizerische Zentralstelle flir Stahlbau, 1979;
the investigation concerning behavioral patterns of political groups,
titled Grundziige politischen Verhaltens: Betrachtungen zum Verhalten
in politischen Organisationen. Stafa: Th. Gut, 1989; and, with Ernst
Frei, the genealogical digitalized tool Die Kirchenbiicher von Dorlikon:
EDV Erfassung far den Zeitraum von 1599 bis 1844. Eine Hilfe zur
genealogischen Forschung. 2 Bde. Herrliberg: E. J. Frei, 2002, deposited
in several archives.

THE SEVEN STUDIES
The volumes under review form a progression. The first b01
Thalheim an der Thur is a kind of introductory overview of th
community's history, written in part also by the historian Reinhard Nageli.
The opening essay, Konrad Basler's chapter "Wesenszuge des Zurcher
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Ackerbauers" (Basic Traits of the Zurich Field-Farmer), sets the tone not
only for this book but also for the others to follow. The author approaches
his data throughout with a respectful and intimate understanding of rural
folk , of their virtues and foibles, and without idealizing or suppressing
the dark side. Other chapters in this first book discuss topics such as
church , school, and population growth. Noteworthy is the account of
the "Jahreslauf' (Yearly Cycle) that features themes such as "Sunday,"
"Easter," "Market," and "The Boys' Association," all told from first-hand
experience and an intimate knowledge of the villagers' world.
The second work , titled Spurensicherung (Certifying the
Traces), describes Dorlikon's complex web of fields, meadows, and
pastures by means of plans and maps that derived from documents of
purchase , sale, inheritance, and mortgaging. The region practiced the
"Dreizelgenwirtschaft," the three-field system, which in tum reserved
one third of the land for winter and another for spring planting while
a third part was left fallow. The pattern of plots reflecting centuries of
transactions was not contiguous but a patchwork, and a farmer might own
up to hundred parcels in different locations , the average being forty.
The study Spurensicherung was followed by the book Dorliker
Auswanderer, in English The Dorlikon Emigrants, republished as this
special issue of the SAHS Review in an expanded form with the assistance
of Max Hilfiker. Readers learn not only of the emigrants' story, but also of
Konrad and Ursula Basler's journey of tireless search and joyful discovery
in Pennsylvania. Dr. Basler offers a moving "Eulogy not Given" (Eine
nicht gehaltene Abdankungsrede) as an epilogue to the book that honors
his mother Martha Basler, born Epprecht, who died January 21, 1989.
Volume IV, Dorlikon an der Grenze des Wachstums (Dorlikon at the
Limit of Growth), offers a cultural history of the community from 1667
and is divided into "The Story" and "Explanations and Commentary." The
external events from 1667 to 1698 are first traced on the basis of primary
sources, then explained with an eye on the present, while the commentary
raises the fundamental question-in light of Dorlikon's experience-of
seemingly insatiable human needs as pitted against mercilessly finite
resources. The image drawn intimates that then as now people struggled
to make it in life despite at times overwhelming odds, and that human
frailty and occasional criminal acts marked events then as they do today.
Volume V, subtitled Studien zu Dorliker Geschlechtern (Studies of
Dorliker Families), contains in two parts descriptions of individuals and
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their genealogical ties reaching 10 generations back. The relationships
between the Baslers, Epprechts, Frei, Forsters, Guts, Miillers, Schleuss,
and Weidmanns are carefully drawn based on parish books and civil
registers. An Appendix gives 12 genealogical tables and 9 impressive
pictorial reproductions.
Volume VI, Village Life in the 18th Century is in large part a detailed
account of the dark side of village life. The author is aware, however, that the
sources-not unlike the so-called news of today-report the unusual, that is,
stories of mishaps, fights, and crimes. He rightfully stresses that, although
largely unreported, also "joyful days belong to the picture of rural life of all
times." Occasional fights, for instance, are reported to have occurred in the
bowling alley, "but we may add," the author stresses, "that on 50 weekends
one has talked, laughed and drunk" in perfect amity (31). As to the massive
bankruptcy of most villagers of Dorlikon between 1723 and 1727 he observes
that the urban elites demanded their payments regardless of the vagaries of
harvests, and that they gained their wealth in part on the backs of the peasantry.
The second section of the book complements the descriptive chapters with a
wealth of carefully transcribed primary documents that graphically chronicle
human foibles, cruelty, and oppression.
Volume VII, the final study titled Von der alten Herrschaft zur
Demokratie (From the Old Regime to Democracy), explores the various
phases of a seesaw transition that finally broke the control of urban
elites and established equity between town and country. The years
1798 and 1848 were turbulent times for all of Switzerland, until after
a brief civil war the former league of states was transformed into a
confederation of semi-independent cantons, headed by a central
legislative and executive authority. Since then the country has been
spared the horrors of war. The first part of the book centers on events
involving economic and social issues in Dorlikon, among them also
the renaming of the village accomplished in 1878. It chose the new
name Thalheim an der Thur because the name Dorlikon was too close
to the German word Tor, meaning blockhead. If somebody did or said
something silly one might say: "Bisch du dann vo Torlicke?" (Is it that
you come from Torlikon ?) When walking the streets of Zurich even the
famous educator Heinrich Pestalozzi is supposed to have been hackled
as "Heiri Wunderli vo Torlicke." To escape such widespread mockery,
the cantonal government allowed the village to rename itself. The second
part of the book features historical and genealogical aspects relating to
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amilies such as Friedrich, Miiller, Frei, Huber, and the "Grundstein"
,asler,- "Grundstein" (keystone) being the name of the house in which
he author grew up.

INTERPRETATIVE STANCE
Several unique features make Konrad Basler's studies rewarding.
First, they present a wealth of primary materials that allow the reader to
hear the voice of the past in full authenticity. Second, the author unites the
present with the past when, for instance, he describes the journey across the
ocean as experienced in previous centuries and in his own day. He creates
a sense of empathy and understanding, a sense of sister- and brotherhood
with those gone before that transcends the boundaries of time. Third, Dr.
Basler lets readers participate in the process of research and discovery,
especially in The Dorlikon Emigrants. He describes, for example, that
unforgettable moment when almost by accident documentary evidence
surfaced that Rudolph Epprecht and Anna, born Geliggis, who had left
Dorlikon with their six children in 1743 for "Carolinien," had indeed
arrived in Philadelphia on the small ship Mary in November of that year.
After 250 years without news about them, Konrad Basler could not only
document their journey across the ocean, even details about the boat
they had taken, but later also their settling in Germantown and the place
and date of their burial, as an entry in the parish book testifies (Vol. IV,
p.137): "1765 den 3 Jenner ist der alte Schweitzer Rudy und sein Weib
beyeinander in ein Grab begraben worden" (1765 on January 3 the old
Swiss Rudy and his wife have been buried together in one grave.) To be
together also in death - they did die the same day- had been their fervent
wish in life.
A fourth characteristic of Konrad Basler's works is a genuine
understanding of village people and their patterns of life. Although a
successful academic, entrepreneur, politician, and writer, he reconstructs
the past of Dorlikon with empathetic respect. He rejects the claim that
"monotonous field work and isolated village life made peasant folk
dull and mentally limited." Their life was multi-faceted, he finds, and
as demanding as that of city folk. The flow of seasonal tasks required
skilled attention, and alternating times of plenty and want demanded
much foresight. Haying, for instance, was not a simple task. In Volume I
(p . 12) the author lists nine processes that could take up to four days until
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the fodder had been properly stored for the cattle's winterfeed. Rural folk
had to cope with bad weather leading to bad harvests and, besides trying
to secure sustenance, had to struggle to eke out the numerous tithes, fees ,
and taxes imposed by an absent urban elite. Country folk , furthermore ,
were tradition-bound , and honorable standing within the community was
for them an important, at times even obsessive concern. The author is
also aware of the peasant's sense of humor: When asked about church ,
he observes, a farmer declared: "Ich ha am letschte Sunntig welle go"
and , after a pause,- "es langet wider fiir die nachschte vierza Tag" (I had
wanted to go last Sunday-that should do it for the next two weeks).
A fifth issue that concerns Konrad Basler is the problem of growing
consumption based on non-renewable energy as opposed to the radical
limit of the planet's resources. His study of Dorlikon became a parable:
"The sustaining strength of Dorlikon 's earth is also a story about the
sustaining strength of the Earth." He sees the uniqueness of today's
generation in comparison to those that have come before and those that
are coming after in this: Since the Industrial Revolution "the limit of
growth had been elevated to such an extent that we neither see nor feel
the incompatibility between growth and finite natural resources. Such
limits, however, will again be faced by our descendants because unlimited
growth is incompatible with limited space, with ' Spaceship Earth ' ."
Konrad Basler's "Commentary" in Volume IV (pp. 204-211) offers not
only a sophisticated theoretical model of the limits of growth, but also
states that energy is nature 's key gift and that humankind's grab of fossil
energy (coal , oil , and gas) should not be greater than its natural renewal.
To harmonize growth with the given resources, that was the challenge
faced by the people of Dorlikon - and on a grand scale will be that of
the Earth's coming generations. It is in this way that Konrad Basler gives
general meaning to his studies that explore the story of a single place in
depth and with expert understanding.
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